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Abstract. The e!cient solution of operator equations using wavelets requires that they generate
a Riesz basis for the underlying Sobolev space, and that they have cancellation properties of a
su!ciently high order. Suitable biorthogonal wavelets were constructed on reference domains as the
n-cube, which bases have been used, via a domain decomposition approach, as building blocks to
construct biorthogonal wavelets on general domains or manifolds, where, in order to end up with
local wavelets, biorthogonality was realized with respect to a modified L2-scalar product. The use
of this modified scalar product restricts the application of these so-called composite wavelets to
problems of orders strictly larger than !1, and, moreover, those wavelets with supports that extend
to more than one patches generally have no cancellation properties. In this paper, we construct local,
composite wavelets that are su!ciently close to being biorthogonal with respect to the standard L2-
scalar product, so that they generate Riesz bases for the Sobolev spaces Hs for full range of s that is
allowed by the continuous gluing of functions over the patch interfaces, the properties of the primal
and dual approximation spaces on the reference domain, and, in the manifold case, by the regularity
of the manifold. Moreover, all these wavelets have cancellation properties of the full order induced by
the approximation properties of the dual spaces on the reference domain. We illustrate our findings
by a concrete realization of wavelets on a perturbed sphere.
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1. Introduction. The use of wavelet bases for solving operator equations, as
partial di!erential equations or (boundary) integral equations, has a number of advan-
tages, cf. [9, 3]. Assuming that the operator is symmetric, and, for H being some
Hilbert space, H-bounded and H-coercive, and that the infinite collection of, properly
scaled, wavelets generates a Riesz basis for H , the sti!ness matrix in wavelet coordi-
nates resulting from a Ritz-Galerkin discretization is well-conditioned uniformly in its
size, guaranteeing a uniform rate of convergence of an iterative method. In case of a
di!erential operator, this sti!ness matrix is not truly sparse, but has the well-known
“finger structure”. For multiplying with this matrix, however, one may switch to
single-scale basis, with respect to which the sti!ness matrix is sparse. For integral
operators, the sti!ness matrix with respect to both single-scale and wavelet basis is
densely populated. Here the second important property of wavelets can be exploited
of having vanishing moments or, more generally, cancellation properties, meaning that
the integral of a wavelet against a smooth function vanishes with a certain order of
the length scale of the wavelet. When, depending on the order of the operator and the
order of approximation, this order of the cancellation properties is su"ciently large,
the sti!ness matrix with respect to the wavelet basis can be a priorily compressed to
a sparse one without reducing the order of convergence, with which also for solving
these integral equations a method of linear complexity is obtained ([19, 10]).

Instead of projecting the operator equation onto a fixed finite dimensional space,
and then solving the resulting matrix-vector problem with an iterative method, the
availability of a Riesz basis for H opens an attractive alternative for approximating
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the solution by adaptive wavelet methods ([4, 5]). By writing this unknown solution in
terms of this basis and testing the equation for all basis functions, one obtains an in-
finite dimensional matrix vector problem, that is equivalent to the operator equation,
and that is well-posed in !2-metric, meaning that it can be solved using an iterative
method. In each iteration of such a method, the application of the infinite sti!ness
matrix to the current approximation vector has to be approximated. Here the concept
of adaptivity enters; the accuracy with which a column is approximated grows with
the modulus of the corresponding entry of the vector. The resulting method, extended
with a so-called coarsening routine to remove small entries from the approximation
vector, can be proven to be optimal in the following sense. Whenever, for a certain
range of s, the solution is in a class of functions for which the error of the best N -term
approximations from the wavelet basis decays like N"s, the sequence of approxima-
tions produced by this adaptive method has the same rate of convergence, whereas
the computational cost is equivalent to their support sizes. A necessary condition for
this statement to be true is that the sti!ness matrix is su"ciently close to a sparse
matrix, which depends on the smoothness of the wavelets and, again, on the order
of the cancellation properties ([22]). Recently, it has been shown that an optimal
adaptive wavelet method can even be obtained without coarsening ([15]).

Aiming at the aforementioned applications, this paper deals with the construc-
tion on general n-dimensional domains or manifolds of wavelets that, properly scaled,
generate Riesz bases for a range of Sobolev spaces, and satisfy cancellation properties
of any required order. To be able to choose this order independently from the order of
approximation, we will consider biorthogonal wavelets. Their construction starts with
two nested sequences of approximation spaces that both satisfy Jackson and Bern-
stein estimates (“multiresolution analyses”). Then the primal and dual wavelets are
sought as bases of the biorthogonal complements of successive approximation spaces
at primal and dual side, respectively. In case the primal and dual approximation
spaces can be equipped with bases of local, biorthogonal scaling functions, local pri-
mal wavelets are found by applying the biorthogonal projector onto a local basis of
some complement space of two successive primal approximation spaces, in which case,
under some mild additional condition, also the corresponding dual wavelets are local.
Actually, for constructing only local primal wavelets, a reduced set of assumptions
already su"ces, which for simplicity we will ignore in this introduction. Note that in
algorithms for solving operator equations, usually dual wavelets do not play any role.

Biorthogonal scaling functions have been constructed on the real line ([6]), and
as adaptations of these, on the interval ([11]). By taking tensor products, one ob-
tains biorthogonal scaling functions on the n-dimensional unit cube. To construct
biorthogonal scaling functions and wavelets on general domains and manifolds, a do-
main decomposition approach has been developed by Dahmen and Schneider in [12]
(see [1, 7] for related approaches). The domain or manifold of interest is written as a
disjoint union of smooth parametric images of the unit cube. The biorthogonal scaling
functions on the cube are lifted to the patches, and, assuming that the decomposition
satisfies some matching condition, they are continuously connected over the interfaces.
With respect to a modified L2-scalar product, defined by ignoring the Jacobian deter-
minants of the parametrizations in the definition of the canonical L2-scalar product,
the resulting collections of scaling functions are biorthogonal, and, as on the unit
cube, wavelets, called composite wavelets, can be constructed using the biorthogonal
projector. There are, however, two principal limitations related to the realization of
biorthogonality with respect to the modified L2-scalar product. First of all, wavelets
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with supports that extend to more than one patches, generally have no cancellation
properties with respect to the canonical L2-scalar product, so that results concerning
matrix compression do not apply to entries involving such wavelets. Secondly, with
respect to the interpretation of a wavelet as a functional using the duality pairing
in terms of the canonical L2-scalar product, generally the resulting wavelets cannot
generate a Riesz basis for Hs for s ! " 1

2 , so that for operators of order 2s ! "1, like
the single-layer potential operator, neither optimal preconditioning results are valid,
nor the adaptive wavelet method can be applied.

These limitations were already recognized by the authors in [12], and in [13], they
developed an elegant approach to construct wavelets on general domains or manifolds
that, properly scaled, generate Riesz bases for Hs for in principal any s, and that
have cancellation properties of any required order. Unfortunately, so far with this
approach it seems not easy to construct wavelets that have competitive quantitative
properties. A recent investigation of this approach was made in [16].

In this paper, we reconsider the approach from [12], except that, in view of the
aforementioned limitations, we make use of the canonical L2-scalar product. Al-
though, generally, the lifted and connected scaling functions are not biorthogonal
with respect to this scalar product, we can derive a general formula for the corre-
sponding biorthogonal wavelets. Since this formula, however, involves the inverse of
the matrix consisting of the L2-scalar products between all primal and dual scaling
functions, which matrix is thus generally not diagonal, these wavelet have global sup-
ports. On the other hand, this matrix is nearly diagonal so that its inverse can be
well approximated by sparse matrices which gives rise to local, approximate wavelets.
We derive general conditions under which, properly scaled, such approximate wavelets
generate a Riesz basis for Hs for the full range of s that is allowed by the continuous
gluing of the scaling functions over the interfaces, the properties of the primal and
dual approximation spaces on the cube, and, in the manifold case, by the regularity of
the manifold. We give three possibilities for the construction of approximate wavelets
that are local, generate Riesz bases for Hs for the aforementioned full range of s, and
all have cancellation properties of the full order induced by the approximation prop-
erties of the dual spaces on the unit cube. Firstly, we show that the approximation of
the inverse of the matrix of L2-scalar products of primal and dual scaling functions
by a suitable, fixed number of Jacobi iterations yields such approximate wavelets. In
view of the relatively large supports of these wavelets, secondly, we show that away
from the patch interfaces they can be replaced by the wavelets one gets by ignoring
the Jacobian determinants, which are the wavelets from [12]. Thirdly, we show that
also along the patch interfaces suitable approximate wavelets with smaller supports
can be constructed, which, however, will involve solving some local systems. Although
several proofs will be quite involved, we emphasize that the implementation of the
approximate wavelets is relatively straightforward.

In [14, 21], we constructed wavelet bases for Lagrange finite element spaces based
on a subdivision of polygonal domains into n-simplices. In this paper, we include
the option that these finite element wavelets, or more precisely the underlying scaling
functions are used as building blocks for wavelets on general (non-polygonal) domains
or manifolds, where then the unit n-cube as reference domain should be replaced by
some reference n-simplex.

This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section we fix a
few notations. In Section 2, we define the type of domains and manifolds and their
parametrizations that we will consider, as well as the Sobolev spaces, that may involve
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zero order Dirichlet boundary conditions, which we are going to equip with Riesz
bases. In Section 3, we collect all assumptions on the multiresolution analyses on
the reference domain. The induced, continuous multiresolution analyses on the target
domain or manifold are defined in Section 4. Put here in a more general framework,
the main construction principles from Sections 2-4 originate from [12]. Biorthogonal
space decompositions and the, generally, globally supported biorthogonal wavelets are
constructed in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7, which form the main part of this paper,
are devoted to the construction of local, approximate wavelets. Finally, in Section 8
we show examples of approximate wavelets on a perturbed sphere, and give some
numerically computed condition numbers.

In order to avoid the repeated use of generic but unspecified constants, in this
paper by C <# D we mean that C can be bounded by a multiple of D, independently
of parameters which C and D may depend on. Obviously, C ># D is defined as D <# C,
and C ! D as C <# D and C ># D.

Let H be a separable Hilbert space with with scalar product $·, ·% and norm & · &.
For a countable collection # of functions in H , which we formally view as a (column)
vector, and for c = (c!)!#! a vector of scalars, with cT# we will mean the expansion!
!#! c!". The span of # will be denoted as S(#). For x ' H , with $#, x% and

$x,#% we will mean the column- and row-vectors with coe"cients $", x% and $x,"%,
" ' #. When #̃ is another countable collection in H , with $#, #̃% we denote the
matrix ($", "̃%)!#!,!̃#!̃. For V ( H being a dense, continuously embedded Banach
space, as usual we will use $·, ·% sometimes also to denote the duality pairing $·, ·%V $V ! ,
which, with the aforementioned meaning, can also be applied to collections from V
and/or V %.

On the spaces of (possibly infinite) scalar vectors or matrices, we will exclusively
use the !2-scalar product, !2-norm or the resulting operator norm, that we therefore
simply denote by $·, ·% or & · &, respectively. A collection # is called a Riesz system
when &cT#& ! &c&, i.e., when $#,#% is boundedly invertible, and # is called a Riesz
basis when it is in addition a basis for H . When # depends on a parameter, we
will speak about uniform Riesz systems (or bases) when the above equivalence holds
uniformly over the values this parameter may attain. We set &#& = &$#,#%& 1

2 , and
collect a few properties related to this definition:

Proposition 1.1.
(i) supc&=0

'cT!'
'c' = &#&,

(ii) &$#, #̃%& ! &#&&#̃&,
(iii) &# + #̃& ! &#& + &#̃&,
(iv) For a matrix A, &A#& ! &A&&#&.
Proof. For (i), use &cT#&2 = $$#,#%c, c%. Part (ii) follows from |$$#, #̃%c, c̃%| =

|$cT#, c̃T #̃%| ! &c&&c̃&&#&&#̃& because of (i). Part (iii) follows easily from (ii). For
(iv), use $A#,A#% = A$#,#%A!.

2. Domains and function spaces. For some n% ) n ) 1, let $ be an n-
dimensional bounded manifold in Rn!

, with or without a boundary. For ! denoting
the interior of either the n-cube [0, 1]n or, despite of its notation, of some reference
n-simplex, we assume that $ is given as

$ = *M
q=1$q, with $q + $q! = , when q -= q%, and $q = #q(!),

where #q : Rn . Rn!
be some smooth, regular parametrizations. With % we will

denote the collection of all a"ne mappings from ! onto !. So in case ! is the interior
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of an n-simplex, this collection consists of the permutations of the n + 1 barycentric
coordinates, and otherwise it consists of the compositions of any permutation of the n
Cartesian coordinates and reflections of type x /. (x1, . . . , xi"1, 1 " xi, xi+1, . . . , xn)
(1 ! i ! n). We assume that the splitting of $ into the patches $q is conforming in
the sense for any q -= q%, $q + $q! is either empty, or

#"1
q ($q + $q!) is a face of !,

and, in addition, that the parametrizations can be chosen such that the following
matching condition is satisfied: There exists a $ ' % with

(M) #q! 0 $ 0 #"1
q = Id on $q + $q! .

Here and in the remainder of this paper, with a “face” of !, we mean a (complete,
closed) face of any dimension 0 ! k ! n " 1, i.e., for n = 3, it is either a vertex, an
edge or a facet. Note that our setting allows $ to be a bounded domain in Rn, as well
as an open or closed bounded manifold in Rn!

for some n% > n.
We include the possibility that homogeneous, zero order Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions are prescribed on some part %$D ( $\$, for which, for all 1 ! q ! M ,

(2.1) #"1
q (%$D + $q) is a, possibly empty, union of faces of !,

see Figure 2.1.

! !

!q

"!D

Fig. 2.1. Illustration of the domain decomposition approach

For some s" > 0, we assume that, globally,

$ ' Cs! when s" -' N, or $ ' Cs!"1,1 when s" ' N,

which means that for 0 ! s < s" -' N, or 0 ! s ! s" ' N, the Sobolev spaces

Hs($) :=
"

Hs
0,""D

($) when s ! 1,
Hs($) + H1

0,""D
($) when s > 1

can be defined in the usual way using a partition of unity relative to some atlas. For
s > 0 in the above range, H"s($) will be understood as being the dual of Hs($).

With µ being the induced Lebesgue measure on $, the inner product on L2($) is
given by

(2.2) $u, v%L2(") =
#

"
uvdµ =

M$

q=1

$u 0 #q, v 0 #q%L2(!),|"#q|,
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where, for w ' L((!) with w > 0 a.e., $f, g%L2(!),w :=
%

! f(z)g(z)w(z)dz, and
|%#q| : z /. |%#q(z)| are the Jacobian determinants of the parametrizations. We will
also make use of a modified inner product

(2.3) $$u, v%%0 :=
M$

q=1

$u 0 #q, v 0 #q%L2(!),

which is the inner product one gets by ignoring the Jacobian determinants, and which
is equivalent to $ , %L2(") in the sense that ||| · |||0 := $$·, ·%%

1
2
0 ! & ·&L2("). More generally,

for any s ) 0, we define

$$u, v%%s =
M$

q=1

$u 0 #q, v 0 #q%Hs(!),

and let Hs($) denote the closure with respect to ||| · |||s := $$·, ·%%
1
2
s of the set all globally

continuous, and with respect to the subdivision $ = *M
q=1$q, piecewise C( functions

on $ that are zero on %$D, and define H"s($) = (Hs($))%. For 0 ! s < s" -' N or
0 ! s ! s" ' N, it holds that & · &Hs(") ! ||| · |||s on Hs($). Furthermore, if s < 3

2 , then
the functions in the aforementioned set generate a dense subset in Hs($). Using in
addition duality, we infer that

(2.4) Hs($) 1 Hs($) (|s| < 3
2 with |s| < s" -' N or |s| ! s" ' N),

meaning that both spaces agree as sets and have equivalent norms. The spaces Hs($)
will only serve as auxiliary spaces to be able to prove that the wavelets we are going
to construct generate, properly scaled, a Riesz basis for Hs for the full range of s, in
case this range is limited by the regularity of $ to a closed range ["s", s"].

3. Multiresolution analyses on the reference domain. On the reference
domain, we will need two nested sequences of approximation spaces (multiresolution
analyses) that satisfy Jackson and Bernstein estimates. We will assume that these
spaces are equipped with single-scale bases, that satisfy certain conditions concerning
their supports and symmetry (cf. assumptions (L), (V), (S)), so that after their lifting
to the patches, they can be continuously connected over the interfaces. Furthermore,
we will assume that the rate of best approximation from these sequences is realized
by some concrete projector (cf. (J) and Proposition 3.1), with which it will be shown
that the induced approximation spaces on $ are nested and have the same rate of
approximation. We will make some assumptions ((I1) and (I2)) connecting primal
and dual multiresolution analyses to ensure the existence and uniform boundedness
of the biorthogonal projector (cf. Proposition 5.2), and finally we will assume the
existence of a suitable “initial stable completion”.

For j ' N0, let I!
j ( ! be some index set with

$(I!
j ) = I!

j ($ ' %), sup
y#!

#(I!
j + B(y; 2"j)) <# 1,

(see Figure 2.1). For completeness, for A ( Rn and & ) 0, with B(A; &) we mean
{x ' Rn : dist(x, A) ! &}, and B(,; &) := ,. For j ' N0, we assume a collection
&!

j = ('!
j,x)x#I!

j
( C(!), usually referred to as being the set of scaling functions,
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such that

2 constant ( > 0, supp'!
j,x ( B(x; (2"j).(L)

'!
j,x vanishes on any face of ! that does not contain x.(V)

'!
j,x = '!

j,$(x) 0 $, ($ ' %).(S)

&!
j is a uniform L2(!)-Riesz system.(R)

There exists a collection of functionals '!
j = ()!

j,x)x#I!
j
( C(!)% such that

(i) 2 constant* > 0, supp)!
j,x ( B(x;*2"j).

(ii) If x ' %! , then supp)!
j,x is contained in the lowest dimensional face of !

that contains x.

(iii) $u,)!
j,$(x)%L2(!) = $u 0 $,)!

j,x%L2(!), ($ ' %).

(iv) |$u,)!
j,x%L2(!)| <# 2"jn/2&u&L"(supp%!

j,x).

(v) $&!
j ,'!

j %L2(!) = Id .

(vi) For some n
2 < d ' N, Pd"1(!) ( S(&!

j ).

(J)

S(&!
j ) ( S(&!

j+1).(N)

For some + > 0, and any s ' [0, +), it holds that

&uj&Hs(!)
<# 2sj&uj&L2(!), (uj ' S(&!

j )). .

(B)

Note that, in particular, (J)(ii) implies that for x being a vertex of !, $u,)!
j,x%L2(!)

is a multiple of u(x). Examples of such collections will be given at the end of this
section.

Proposition 3.1. For the projector P!
j : u /. $u,'!

j %L2(!)&!
j onto S(&!

j ), we
have

&u " P!
j u&L2(!)

<# 2"dj|u|Hd(B(!;(&+3')2#j))!), (! ( !, u ' Hd(!)).

Proof. Although the proof follows standard lines (cf. [12, Lemma 3.2.1]), we
include it since some arguments will be used more often. Using (J)(iv) and d > n

2 ,
by applying the Sobolev embedding theorem on a Lipschitz domain with volume of
order one as well as & · &Hd ! [& · &2

L2
+ | · |2Hd ] 1

2 on such a domain, together with a
homogeneity argument, we infer that

(3.1) |$u,)!
j,y%L2(!)| <# &u&L2(B(y;&2#j))!) + 2"dj|u|Hd(B(y;&2#j))!).

Since P!
j reproduces Pd"1(!), for each x ' I!

j and p ' Pd"1(!) we have

&u " P!
j u&L2(B(x;'2#j))!) = &u " p " P!

j (u " p)&L2(B(x;'2#j))!)

! &u " p&L2(B(x;'2#j))!) + &
$

y#I!
j )B(x;2'2#j)

$u " p,)!
j,y%L2(!)'j,y&L2(B(x;'2#j))!)

<# &u " p&L2(B(x;'2#j))!) +
$

y#I!
j )B(x;2'2#j)

&u " p&L2(B(y;&2#j))!) + 2"dj|u|Hd(B(y;&2#j))!)

<# &u " p&L2(B(x;(&+2')2#j))!) + 2"dj|u|Hd(B(x;(&+2')2#j))!),
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where we have used that supz#! #(I!
j + B(z; 2"j)) <# 1. By taking the infimum

over p, using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma we find that &u " P!
j u&L2(B(x;'2#j))!)

<#
2"dj|u|Hd(B(x;(&+2')2#j))!). Since P0(!) ( S(&!

j ), {B(x; (2"j) : x ' I!
j } is a cover-

ing of !, so that &u"P!
j u&2

L2(!) !
!

{x#I!
j :B(x;'2#j))! &=*} &u"P!

j u&2
L2(B(x;'2#j))!).

By again using that supz#! #(I!
j +B(z; 2"j)) <# 1, we conclude the statement of the

proposition.
Remark 3.2. If, when p ' (2,3] we assume that &'j,x&Lp(!)

<# 2( n
2 "n

p )j , and,
when p ' [1, 2) that d > n

p , then an easy adaptation of the above proof shows that

&u " P!
j u&Lp(!)

<# 2"dj|u|W d
p (B(!;(&+3')2#j))!), (! ( !, u ' W d

p (!)).

Apart from the above collection &!
j of primal scaling functions, for j ' N0 we

assume the existence of a collection &̃!
j = ('̃!

j,x)x#I!
j
( C(!) of dual scaling functions

that also satisfies all of (L)-(B) with the same index set I!
j , but with generally

di!erent parameters and functionals in (B) and (J) that we will denote as +̃ > 0,
d̃ > n

2 , '̃!
j , and (̃, *̃ > 0. The resulting projector P̃!

j : u /. $u, '̃!
j %L2(!)&̃!

j satisfies
the analogue of Proposition 3.1 with (d,*, () replaced by (d̃, *̃, (̃).

Since &!
j and &̃!

j are uniform L2(!)-Riesz systems, the matrix $&!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!)

defines a uniformly bounded linear operator on !2(I!
j ). A relation between S(&!

j )
and S(&̃!

j ) is established by assuming that that its real part satisfies

(I1) 4$&!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!)
># Id .

Finally, for j ' N0, let J!
j ( ! be some index set with $(J!

j ) = J!
j ($ ' %),

supy#! #(J!
j + B(y; 2"j)) <# 1, and for e being either ! or any face of !, #((I!

j *
J!

j )+ e) = #(I!
j+1 + e). In case I!

j ( I!
j+1, a natural candidate is J!

j = I!
j+1\I

!
j . We

assume the existence of collections (!
j = (,!

j,x)x#I!
j

with

(I2) $(!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!) = Id ,

and )!
j = (-!

j,x)x#J!
j

such that the union *!
j+1 :=

&
((!

j )T ()!
j )T

'T satisfies (L)-(R),

and S(*!
j+1) = S(&!

j+1).
Remark 3.3. “Classical” wavelet constructions start with assuming biorthogonal

scaling functions, i.e., $&!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!) = Id , in which case (I1) and (I2) are satisfied
with (!

j = &!
j . When there is no need for locally supported dual wavelets, biorthog-

onality of the scaling functions can be relaxed to the conditions given here, with
generally (!

j di!erent from &!
j , and in particular not contained in S(&j). For the

case that (!
j = &!

j , in the literature the set )!
j is sometimes called an initial “sta-

ble” completion of &!
j , that is, a completion of &!

j to a uniform L2(!)-Riesz basis for
S(&!

j+1). The wavelets to be constructed are then thought of being the target stable
completion.

Remark 3.4. The condition (I2) can be further relaxed, which turned out to be
useful in [21]. Instead of assuming that $(!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!) is diagonal, more generally it

is also su"cient when, for some fixed p, I!
j is the union of disjoint sets I!

j,1, . . . , I
!
j,p,
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with $(I!
j,i) = I!

j,i ($ ' %, 1 ! i ! p), such that, with respect to this partitioning,
$(!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!) is a block triangular matrix, with diagonal blocks that are identity

matrices. Although all results from this paper are also valid under this relaxed as-
sumption, for ease of presentation we will stick to assumption (I2).

Because of S(&!
j ) ( S(&!

j+1), S(&̃!
j ) ( S(&̃!

j+1) and S(*!
j+1) = S(&!

j+1), it
holds that &!

j = $&!
j ,'!

j+1%L2(!)&!
j+1, &̃!

j = $&̃!
j , '̃!

j+1%L2(!)&̃!
j+1, and *!

j+1 =
$*!

j+1,'
!
j+1%L2(!)&!

j+1, where $*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%L2(!) is uniformly boundedly invertible.

Lemma 3.5. For the matrix R!
j being either $&!

j ,'!
j+1%L2(!), $&̃!

j , '̃!
j+1%L2(!),

$*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%L2(!) or $*!

j+1,'
!
j+1%

"1
L2(!), it holds that

(a) (R!
j )$(x),$(y) = (R!

j )x,y ($ ' %).
(b) (R!

j )x,y = 0 when y is on a face of ! that does not contain x.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the assumptions (S) or (J)(iii) for the involved

collections of functions and functionals, respectively. Similarly, for the first three
matrices, Part (b) follows from the assumptions (V) or (J)(ii). Now let e be a face
of !. With respect to the partitioning of the index sets for *!

j+1 and '!
j+1 into

indices on e and indices not on e, $*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%L2(!) is a 25 2 upper block triangular

matrix with square diagonal blocks, and thus so is its inverse, which shows (b) also
for $*!

j+1,'
!
j+1%

"1
L2(!).

By our assumptions, the matrices $&!
j ,'!

j+1%L2(!) and $*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%L2(!) are uni-

formly local, with which we mean that only entries with indices (x, y) with |x"y| " 2"j

might be nonzero. As a consequence, for the wavelets we are going to construct, the
basis transformation from wavelet- to single scale basis will be of optimal computa-
tional complexity.

For some applications, it is also essential to have a basis transformation from
single scale to wavelet basis that is of optimal computational complexity. In that
case, one has to assume both that

(!
j = &!

j ,

with which (I1) can be dropped since it is implied by (I2), and also that

(3.2) $*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%

"1
L2(!) is uniformly local.

Note that, for (!
j = &!

j , $*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%

"1
L2(!) is the basis transformation from &!

j+1 to
the two-level basis &!

j * )!
j .

All conditions imposed in this section are satisfied by the collections &!
j , &̃!

j , (!
j ,

)!
j underlying the finite element wavelets introduced in [14]. With this construction,

S(&!
j ), S(&̃!

j ) are standard Lagrange finite element spaces, so that + = +̃ = 3
2 ,

of orders d and d̃, respectively, with respect to a j times repeated uniform dyadic
refinement of an initial simplicial partition of a polytope. For the present setting, we
take this polytope to be a reference n-simplex. Thinking of d̃ ) d, these orders are
chosen such that there is an m ' N with 2m(d " 1) = d̃ " 1, so that with the initial
partition at the dual side being the reference simplex itself, and at the primal side
being created by applying m dyadic recursive refinements to this simplex, we have
dimS(&!

j ) = dimS(&̃!
j ). So each “element” at the dual side is equal to a macro-

element at the primal side consisting of 2m “elements”. The collections &̃!
j at the

dual side, and &!
j , (!

j , )!
j at the primal side are now assembled in the standard
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finite element fashion from local collections, of a small, fixed dimension, living on the
individual elements or macro-elements, respectively, each of these collections being a
copy, or more precisely, a push-forward using an a"ne bijection of such a collection
created once and for all on a reference (macro-) element. The functionals from '̃!

j and
'!

j are assembled in the same manner from local collections, and are either simply
scaled function evaluations in the “nodal points” I!

j , or local linear combinations of
these. Actually, in the present paper, we will repeat the idea of assembling functions
and functionals from collections defined on (macro-) elements, which in turn are push-
forwards of collections defined on a reference (macro-) element, where the role of the
(macro-) elements will now be played by the patches $q, and that of the reference
(macro-) element by #"1

q ($q). A di!erence is that the number of patches is fixed, and
that, as a consequence, the dimension of the local collections grows with the level.
The major di"culty we have to deal with is that generally the #q are not a"ne, so
that the Jacobian determinants are not constants.

In [21], we reconsidered the finite element wavelets, and constructed collections
with (!

j = &!
j , so that also the resulting dual wavelets are locally supported. In this

case, the dual spaces, although consisting of continuous piecewise polynomials, are
not standard finite element spaces.

Other examples of collections &!
j , &̃!

j , (!
j , )!

j satisfying our assumptions, with
(!

j = &!
j , and with ! now being the n-cube, are given in [12], which underly the

construction of biorthogonal spline wavelets. These collections are slight modifications
of those developed in [11], and, for n > 1, they are simply generated using tensor
products from univariate collections &[0,1]

j , &̃[0,1]
j , )[0,1]

j defined on [0, 1]. For given
d̃ ) d ) 2 with d + d̃ even, S(&[0,1]

j ) is the spline space of order d, so that + = d " 1
2 ,

with respect to the knot sequence

(0, . . . , 0( )* +
d times

, r2"j , r2"j + 2"j , . . . , 1 " r2"j , 1, . . . , 1( )* +
d times

).

where N 6 r ) d " 1 is some parameter that one can choose. The collection &̃[0,1]
j

is such that Pd̃"1[0, 1] ( S(&̃[0,1]
j ) and $&[0,1]

j , &̃[0,1]
j %L2([0,1]) = Id , where +̃ grows

linearly with d̃. For x not near the endpoints 0 or 1, '[0,1]
j,x = 2j/2'(2j · "x) and

'̃[0,1]
j,x = 2j/2'̃(2j · "x), where (', '̃) is a biorthogonal pair constructed in [6]. Also

the functionals from '!
j and '̃!

j are constructed from the collections of univariate
functionals '[0,1]

j and '̃[0,1]
j using tensor products, where )[0,1]

j,x = '̃[0,1]
j,x , )̃[0,1]

j,x = '[0,1]
j,x

for x -' {0, 1}, and where they are simply scaled function evaluations in 0 or 1,
respectively, otherwise.

4. Induced, continuous multiresolution analyses on $. By lifting the col-
lections of functions on ! to the patches of $, and by connecting those that do not
vanish at the interfaces continuously with ones from other patches, we will construct
nested sequences of primal and dual spaces that satisfy Jackson estimates and Bern-
stein inequalities.

We define the index sets Ij ( $\%$D, and analogously Jj , by

Ij = (*M
q=1#q(I!

j )) + ($\%$D)

(see Figure 2.1). By (M) and $(I!
j ) = I!

j ($ ' %), for any 1 ! q, q% ! M with
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$q + $q! -= ,, the sets #q(I!
j ) and #q!(I!

j ) restricted to this interface coincide. For
x ' $, we set k(x) = #{q : x ' $q}.

For j ' N0, we define the collection &j = ('j,x)x#Ij ( C($) by

(4.1) 'j,x(y) = k(x)"
1
2

,
'!

j,##1
q (x)

(#"1
q (y)) when x, y ' $q for some 1 ! q ! M,

0 elsewhere.

Note that by (S), (V) and (2.1), 'j,x is well-defined, indeed continuous and it vanishes
on %$D. By assumption (L), the collection &j is uniformly local, with which we mean
that x ' supp'j,x, and that d"(x, y) <# 2"j for any y ' supp'j,x, where d"(x, y)
denotes the geodesic distance of x and y over $, i.e., the length of the shortest curve
on $ connecting x and y.

With Ej,q : !2(I!
j ) . !2(Ij) defined by

(4.2) (Ej,qc!
j )x = k(x)"

1
2

,
c!

j,##1
q (x)

x ' $q,

0 otherwise,

and similarly Fj,q : !2(J!
j ) . !2(Jj), we have

!M
q=1Ej,qET

j,q = Id and
!M

q=1Fj,qFT
j,q =

Id . By construction of &j from &!
j , we have

(4.3) $&j ,&j%L2(") =
M$

q=1

Ej,q$&!
j ,&!

j %L2(!),|"#q|E
T
j,q,

so that, because of $&!
j ,&!

j %L2(!),|"#q| ! $&!
j ,&!

j %L2(!) ! Id by |%#q| ! 1 and (R),
&j is a uniform L2($)-Riesz system.

Proposition 4.1. Setting 'j = ()j,x)x#Ij ( C($)% by

)j,x(u) = k(x)
1
2 )!

j,##1
q (x)

(u 0 #q) when x ' $q,

we have $&j ,'j%L2(") = Id. The projector Pj : u /. $u,'j%L2(")&j onto S(&j)
satisfies

&(Id"Pj)u&L2(#)
<# 2"dj

M$

q=1

|u0#q|Hd(B(##1
q (#)"q);(&+3')2#j))!) (+ ( $, u ' Hd($)).

Proof. Assumption (J)(ii) shows that, for u ' C($), )j,x(u) is well-defined, also
when x is on an interface between patches, and, because of (4.1), that (Pju) 0 #q =
P!

j (u 0 #q) when u vanishes on %$D. Condition (J)(v) shows that $&j ,'j%L2(") = Id .
By Proposition 3.1, we have

&(Id " Pj)u&L2(#) !
M$

q=1

&((Id " Pj)u) 0 #q&L2(#
#1
q (#)"q)) =

M$

q=1

&(Id " P!
j )(u 0 #q)&L2(#

#1
q (#)"q))

<# 2"dj
M$

q=1

|u 0 #q|Hd(B(##1
q (#)"q);(&+3')2#j))!).

By substituting + = $ in Proposition 4.1, we have the following Jackson estimate:

(4.4) inf
uj#S($j)

&u " uj&L2(")
<# 2"dj|||u|||d, (u ' Hd($)).
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A direct consequence of (B) is the following Bernstein inequality: For s ' [0, +),

(4.5) |||uj |||s <# 2sj&uj&L2("), (uj ' S(&j)).

Thanks to properties of a Sobolev scale, (4.5) gives rise to the following extended
version that will be used in the appendix:

Lemma 4.2. For any t ! s < + with t ! 0,

|||uj |||s <# 2(s"t)j |||uj |||t, (uj ' S(&j)).

Proof. For s = 0, the statement follows from ||| · |||0 <# ||| · |||
!!

!!#t

t ||| · |||
#t

!!#t

(! on H(!($)
for some +% ' (0, +), and ||| · |||(! <# 2(

!j ||| · |||0 on S(&j). An additional application of

||| · |||s <# 2sj ||| · |||0 on S(&j) when s > 0, or ||| · |||s <# ||| · |||
#t+s
#t

0 ||| · |||
#s
#t

t on L2($) when s < 0
shows it for any s ' [t, +).

As &!
j , via (4.1), gave rise to a uniformly local, uniform L2($)-Riesz system &j ,

analogously the collections *!
j+1 =

&
((!

j )T ()!
j )T

'T and &̃!
j yield uniformly local,

uniform L2($)-Riesz systems *j+1 =
&
(T

j )T
j

'T and &̃j , respectively.
We have the analogue of Proposition 4.1 at the dual side, with functionals and

a projector denoted as '̃j = ()̃j,x)x#Ij and P̃j , respectively, and with &j , d, *, (

replaced by &̃j , d̃, *̃, (̃. In particular, we have the Jackson estimate

(4.6) inf
uj#S($̃j)

&u " uj&L2(")
<# 2"d̃j |||u|||d̃, (u ' Hd̃($)),

and furthermore also the Bernstein inequality: For any s ' [0, +̃),

(4.7) |||uj |||s <# 2sj&uj&L2("), (uj ' S(&̃j)),

which can be extended analogously to Lemma 4.2.
Analogously to [12, Prop. 4.3.1], using Lemma 3.5, one may verify the following

easily implementable formulas for the representations of the global embeddings in
terms of corresponding representations of local embeddings.

Proposition 4.3. It holds that

&j =
M$

q=1

Ej,q$&!
j ,'!

j+1%L2(!)ET
j+1,q&j+1,

&̃j =
M$

q=1

Ej,q$&̃!
j , '̃!

j+1%L2(!)ET
j+1,q&̃j+1,

*j+1 =
M$

q=1

-
Ej,q 0
0 Fj,q

.
$*!

j+1,'
!
j+1%L2(!)ET

j+1,q&j+1,

&j+1 =
M$

q=1

Ej+1,q$*!
j+1,'

!
j+1%

"1
L2(!)

-
ET

j,q 0
0 FT

j,q

.
*j+1.

So, in particular, S(&j) ( S(&j+1), S(&̃j) ( S(&̃j+1) and S(*j+1) = S(&j+1).
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5. Biorthogonal space decompositions and wavelets. We have constructed
primal and dual sequences of nested spaces that satisfy Jackson and Bernstein esti-
mates. To conclude existence and stability, with respect to a range of Sobolev norms,
of the corresponding biorthogonal space decompositions, the only thing left to show
is the existence and uniform L2($)-boundedness of the biorthogonal projector.

Results similar to the next lemma are often used in the context of saddle point
problems. A proof of (the non-trivial part of) this lemma can be found in, e.g., [14,
Theorem 2.1(a)].

Lemma 5.1. Let V, U be closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(a) + := inf0&=u#U sup0&=v#V

|+u,v,|
'u''v' > 0, and for any v ' V , there exists a u ' U with

$u, v% -= 0.

(b) There exists a bounded projector Q : H . H with 7(Q) = V and 7(I"Q) = U-,
which is therefore appropriately called a biorthogonal projector.

In either case it holds that + = &Q&"1, and the adjoint Q! satisfies 7(Q!) = U and
7(I " Q!) = V -.

When # and , are Riesz bases for U and V , respectively, then (a) or (b) are
equivalent to the existence of a bounded inverse of $#,,% : !2(,) . !2(#). In that
case it holds that

&$#,#%"1&" 1
2 &$,,,%"1&" 1

2 ! &Q&
&$#,,%"1& ! &#&&,&.

To be able to transfer results valid on the reference parameter domain to the
manifold, in particular those concerning L2(!)- or L2($)-angles between spaces, we
will have to assume that the coarsest “mesh” is su"ciently fine in order to control
the influence of the generally non-constant Jacobian determinants.

Proposition 5.2. For j ) j0 being large enough, there exists a uniformly
bounded projector Qj : L2($) . L2($) with 7(Qj) = S(&j) and 7(I " Qj) =
S(&̃j)-L2(!) .

Proof. Setting

(5.1) ,!
j,q = diag(|%#q(x)|)x#I!

j
,

by (L) for both &!
j , &̃!

j , the smoothness of z /. |%#q(z)|, and the uniform boundedness
of &'!

j,x&L2(!), &'̃!
j,x&L2(!), we have

(5.2) &$&!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!), |"#q| " (,!
j,q)

1
2 $&!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!)(,!

j,q)
1
2 & <# 2"j.

By assumption (I1) and |%#q| ># 1, we have

4((,!
j,q)

1
2 $&!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!)(,!

j,q)
1
2 ) = (,!

j,q)
1
24$&!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!)(,!

j,q)
1
2 ># Id ,

so that for j ) j0 large enough, 4$&!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!), |"#q|
># Id . Similarly to (4.3), we

find that

4$&j , &̃j%L2(") =
M$

q=1

Ej,q4$&!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!), |"#q|E
T
j,q

>#
M$

q=1

Ej,qET
j,q = Id .
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Since, for j ) j0, apparently $&j , &̃j%L2(") is uniformly boundedly invertible, and &j

and &̃j are uniform L2($)-Riesz systems, an application of Lemma 5.1 completes the
the proof.

For j ) j0, the nesting S(&̃j) ( S(&̃j+1) gives Q!
j = Q!

j+1Q
!
j or Qj = QjQj+1,

from which it follows that

7(Qj+1 " Qj) = S(&j+1) + S(&̃j)-L2(!) .

Analogously, S(&j) ( S(&j+1) implies that

7(Q!
j+1 " Q!

j ) = S(&̃j+1) + S(&j)-L2(!) .

From the Jackson estimates and Bernstein inequalities at primal and dual side
(4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), and the existence and uniform L2($)-boundedness of the
biorthogonal projectors Qj from Proposition 5.2, we have

Theorem 5.3 (cf. e.g. [8], [14, Theorem 2.1]). With Qj0"1 := 0, it holds that

(5.3) |||
($

j=j0

wj |||2s <#
($

j=j0

4sj&wj&2
L2("), (wj ' 7(Qj " Qj"1), s ' ("d̃, +)),

and

(5.4)
($

j=j0

4sj&(Qj " Qj"1)u&2
L2(")

<# |||u|||2s, (u ' Hs($), s ' ("+̃, d)).

For s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}), (wj)j.j0 /.
!(

j=j0
wj and u /. ((Qj "Qj"1)u)j.j0 ,

which mappings are bounded in the sense of (5.3) and (5.4), are each others inverse.
Analogous results are valid with (Qj) replaced by (Q!

j ) and with interchanged roles
of (+, d) and (+̃, d̃).

Next, we construct a uniform L2($)-Riesz basis for 7(Qj+1"Qj), which elements
are called wavelets.

Proposition 5.4.
(a) For j ) j0 being large enough, there exists a uniformly bounded projector Q̄j :

L2($) . L2($) with 7(Q̄j) = S((j) and 7(Id " Q̄j) = S(&̃j)-L2(!) .

(b) This projector can be computed as Q̄ju = $u, &̃j%L2(")$(j , &̃j%"1
L2(")(j.

(c) The collection of wavelets

(5.5) -j := )j " $)j , &̃j%L2(")$(j , &̃j%"1
L2(")(j ,

is a uniform L2($)-Riesz basis for S(&j+1) + S(&̃j)-L2(!) .
So by taking j0 to be the maximum of the values from (a) and that of Proposition 5.2,
for s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}),

&j0 * *j.j02
"sj-j is a Riesz basis for Hs($),

and thus, in view of (2.4), when in addition |s| < 3
2 , |s| < s" -' N or |s| ! s" ' N, it

is a Riesz basis for Hs($).
Proof. (a) Since (j and &̃j are uniform L2($)-Riesz bases, by Lemma 5.1 we have

to show that, for j ) j0 being large enough, $(j , &̃j%L2(") is uniformly boundedly
invertible, which follows from (I2) similarly to the proof of Proposition 5.2.
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(b) Using that $(j , &̃j%L2(") is uniformly boundedly invertible, one easily verifies
that Q̄j, as given in (b), indeed has the properties listed in (a).

(c) Let u ' S(&j+1), then u = cT
j (j + dT

j )j with &u&L2(") ! (&cj&2 + &dj&2) 1
2 .

If, in addition, u ' S(&̃j)-L2(!) , then u = (Id " Q̄j)u = (Id " Q̄j)dT
j )j = dT

j -j , and
so with &u&L2(")

<# (1 + &Q̄j&L2(")/L2("))&dT
j )j&L2(")

<# &dj& <# &u&L2("). Noting
that -j ( S(&j+1) + S(&̃j)-L2(!) , we conclude that it is a uniform L2($)-Riesz basis
for this space. The last statements are now consequences of Theorem 5.3.

Note that Proposition 4.1 at the dual side implies that -j = (.j,x)x#Jj , yielded
by (5.5), satisfies

|$.j,x,u%L2(")| = |$.j,x, (Id " P̃j)u%L2(")|(5.6)

<# 2"d̃j
M$

q=1

|u 0 #q|Hd̃(B(##1
q (supp)j,x)"q);(&̃+3'̃)2#j))!) (u ' Hd̃($)),

which property of the collections -j , with *̃ + 3(̃ replaced by an arbitrary but fixed
/̃ ) 0 and the semi-norms | · |Hd̃(··· ) replaced by the norms & · &Hd̃(··· ), will be referred
to as the uniform cancellation property of order d̃.

6. Stability of approximate wavelet bases. Similarly to (4.3), the definition
of the collections (j and &̃j via (4.1) shows that

(6.1) $(j , &̃j%L2(") =
M$

q=1

Ej,q$(!
j , &̃!

j %L2(!),|"#q|E
T
j,q.

So if, for each q, z /. |%#q(z)| is a constant function, then (I2) shows that $(j , &̃j%L2(")

is diagonal, and the collection of wavelets -j given in (5.5) is uniformly local. Unfor-
tunately, only a restricted class of manifolds can be described as the union of patches
that are the images of ! under parametrizations that have constant Jacobians. In
case not all Jacobians are constants, then, generally, $(j , &̃j%L2(") is not diagonal
and its inverse is densely populated, so that (5.5) yields wavelets -j that have global
supports.

A possibility to circumvent this problem, pursued in [12], is to carry out the whole
wavelet construction outlined so far using the modified scalar product $$ , %%0 instead of
$ , %L2("). Indeed, $$(j , &̃j%%0 =

!M
q=1 Ej,q$(!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!)ET

j,q =
!M

q=1 Ej,q ET
j,q = Id ,

and so uniformly local wavelets are obtained. What is more, by employing this scalar
product, it is always possible to take the coarsest level j0 = 0.

As was already recognized in [12], this approach, however, has two limitations:
Firstly, the obtained wavelets will be orthogonal to the constant function with respect
to $$ , %%0. As a consequence, if the function

J : *M
q=1$q . R : x /. |%#q!(#"1

q! (x))| when x ' $%
q

has discontinuities, or more precisely, cannot be extended to a continuous function on
$, then wavelets with supports that are not contained in one patch will generally not
have a zero mean value with respect to the canonical Lebesgue measure on $, meaning
that they have no cancellation property with respect to $·, ·%L2("). The application of
wavelets we focus on is that for the solution of di!erential- or integral equations in
variational form using the duality pairing with respect to $·, ·%L2(") (taking a di!erent
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scalar product here yields other disadvantages, cf. [14, §1.2]). For obtaining nearly
sparse representations of these operators in wavelet coordinates, and with that algo-
rithms of optimal computational complexity, the wavelets should have a cancellation
property of su"ciently high order (cf. [10, 22] or the surveys [9, 3]), with respect thus
to $·, ·%L2("). In a non-adaptive setting, under circumstances it might be possible that
the fact that only wavelets along the, lower dimensional, patch interfaces do not have
cancellation properties does not spoil optimal complexity. In an adaptive setting,
however, such an argument cannot be applied.

The second limitation has to do with the interpretation, for s < 0, of the state-
ment that &j0 * *j.j02"sj-j is a Riesz basis for Hs($), which is a consequence of
Theorem 5.3. In case biorthogonality is realized with respect to $·, ·%L2("), then an
expansion in terms of the basis &j0 * *j.j02"sj-j should be interpreted as an ele-
ment of Hs($), i.e., as a functional, using the embedding L2($) . Hs($) : u /. (v /.
$v, u%L2(")). Replacing $·, ·%L2(") by $$·, ·%%0 means that also the embedding should be
changed into u /. (v /. $$v, u%%0). One can show (cf. [18, §4]) that if J has discon-
tinuities, then for s ! " 1

2 a set &j0 * *j.j02"sj-j which is a Riesz basis for Hs($)
using the embedding u /. (v /. $$v, u%%0) cannot be a Riesz basis for Hs($) using
the embedding u /. (v /. $v, u%L2(")). For s > " 1

2 , the property of being a Riesz
basis for Hs($) is the same for both embeddings. Again, since in applications duality
pairing with respect to $·, ·%L2(") is used, in this paper, the property of a collection
of functions to be a Riesz basis for Hs($) for s < 0 will always be interpreted with
respect to the canonical embedding u /. (v /. $v, u%L2(")).

In this paper, we propose another approach to solve the problem that generally
$(j , &̃j%"1

L2(") is densely populated, so that the wavelets yielded by (5.5) have global
supports. As we will see, $(j , &̃j%"1

L2(") can be well approximated by uniformly local
matrices, so that close to the collections of the wavelets -j , there are collections of
uniformly local functions of which suitable ones might be applied instead. In the
following main theorem of this paper we derive general criteria under which such
approximate wavelets satisfy the same conditions as -j concerning both stability with
respect to a range of Sobolev norms and the order of the cancellation property, where
moreover, in contrast to -j, they are uniformly local.

Theorem 6.1. If, for j ) j0,
(i) -̆j = (.̆j,x)x#Jj ( S(&j+1) is uniformly local,

(ii) -̆j has the uniform cancellation property of order d̃ (w.r.t. $·, ·%L2(")),

(iii) for some 0 ' (0, 1), &-j " -̆j&L2(")
<# 0j,

then, possibly for a larger value of j0, for s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}),

&j0 * *j.j02
"sj-̆j is a Riesz basis for Hs($),

and thus, in view of (2.4), when in addition |s| < 3
2 , |s| < s" -' N or |s| ! s" ' N, it

is a Riesz basis for Hs($).
The rather lengthy proof of this theorem is postponed to Appendix A. The

new aspect of this theorem is that instead of assuming (iii) with 0 ! 2"min{(̃,d̃},
which would yield the statement by “brute force” arguments, it is allowed that 0 is
arbitrarily close to 1 when, in addition, (ii) is valid, which property we like to have
anyway. So although in two of our three constructions of approximate wavelets in the
next section, 0 will be equal to 1

2 , we nevertheless thus end up with Riesz bases for
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Hs($) for the full range of s allowed by +̃, d̃ , +, and d. It is easily seen that (ii) alone
is not su"cient to guarantee that the approximate wavelets generate a Riesz basis for
any Hs($).

The proof of Theorem 6.1 is based on perturbation arguments making use of the
fact that we know that the true L2($)-biorthogonal wavelets generate Riesz bases for
the full range of Sobolev spaces. We derived this fact in Section 5 by generalizing
upon the well-known concept of stable completions developed in [2]. Note that in our
setting we did not have explicit knowledge of L2($)-biorthogonal collections of scaling
functions that are Riesz bases for L2($). Theorem 6.1 and the applications in the
following sections show the value of this generalization.

Remark 6.2. The approximate wavelets -̆j we are going to construct will be of
type -̆j = )j " Zj(j , where Zj is a uniformly local #Jj 5 #Ij matrix. Since the
basis transformation $*j+1,'j+1%TL2(") from *j+1 =

&
(T

j )T
j

'T to &j+1 is uniformly

local, so is the basis transformation from
/
(T

j -̆T
j

0T
to &j+1, and the transformation

from multi-scale basis &j0 * *j"1
k=j0

-̆k to single-scale basis &j has linear complexity.
In the special case that (j = &j and $*j+1,'j+1%"T

L2(") is uniformly local, which
by Proposition 4.3 holds assuming (3.2), the basis transformation from &j+1 to/
&T

j -̆T
j

0T
will also be uniformly local, and so the inverse transformation from

single-scale basis &j to multi-scale basis &j0 * *j"1
k=j0

-̆k has also linear complexity.
However, since S(-̆j) is only approximately L2($)-orthogonal to S(&j), the corre-
sponding dual wavelets will not be explicitly given.

Remark 6.3. Under the assumptions as in Remark 3.2, by using their uniform
locality, one may verify that, for some constant /̃ ) 0 and p ' [1,3], the approximate
wavelets -̆j that will be constructed in the next section satisfy

|$.̆j,x, u%L2(")| <# 2"(d̃+ n
2 " p

2 )j
M$

q=1

&u 0 #q&W d̃
p (B(##1

q (supp)j,x)"q);*̃2#j))!),

for u ' Wp,d̃($), which space is defined as Hd̃($) with the H d̃(!)-norms replaced by
W d̃

p (!)-norms. This generalization of the uniform cancellation property of order d̃
has some useful applications for proving results about matrix compression.

7. Construction of uniformly local approximate wavelet bases.

7.1. Approximating $(j , &̃j%"1
L2(") using Jacobi iteration. As we will see,

for j . 3, the matrix $(j, &̃j%L2(") is increasingly close to its diagonal, and so it
makes sense to approximate its inverse by a few Jacobi iteration steps (d̃ steps will
be su"cient). We will denote the resulting collection of approximate wavelets as as
-Jc

j , where “Jc” refers to Jacobi iteration.
Theorem 7.1. With Dj := diag$(j , &̃j%L2("), and for j ) j0 large enough,

-Jc
j := )j " $)j , &̃j%L2(")

/d̃"1$

k=0

(Id " D"1
j $(j , &̃j%L2("))kD"1

j

0
(j

is uniformly local, it has the uniform cancellation property of order d̃, and finally, for
s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}),

&j0 * *j.j02
"sj-Jc

j is a Riesz basis for Hs($),
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and thus, in view of (2.4), when in addition |s| < 3
2 , |s| < s" -' N or |s| ! s" ' N, it

is a Riesz basis for Hs($).
Proof. With ,!

j,q as defined in (5.1), and by using (I2), similar as in (5.2) we
have &$(!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!),|"#q| ",!

j,q& <# 2"j . Since

D̄j :=
M$

q=1

Ej,q,!
j,qE

T
j,q

is diagonal, by (6.1) we have

&Dj " D̄j& ! max
x,y#Ij

|(Dj " D̄j)x,y| ! max
x,y#Ij

|($(j , &̃j%L2(") " D̄j)x,y|

! &$(j, &̃j%L2(") " D̄j& <# 2"j,

and so &Dj " $(j, &̃j%L2(")& ! &Dj " D̄j& + &D̄j " $(j , &̃j%L2(")& <# 2"j.
As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 5.4, for j ) j0 large enough, the

matrix $(j , &̃j%L2(") is uniformly boundedly invertible, and thus, possible for a larger
j0, so is Dj . We infer that

&$(j, &̃j%"1
L2(")"

d̃"1$

k=0

(Id " D"1
j $(j, &̃j%L2("))kD"1

j &

= &$(j, &̃j%"1
L2(")((Dj " $(j , &̃j%L2("))D"1

j )d̃& <# 2"d̃j ,(7.1)

and thus by &$)j , &̃j%L2(")& <# 1, that

(7.2) &-j "-Jc
j &L2(")

<# 2"d̃j&(j&L2(")
<# 2"d̃j .

Since furthermore -Jc
j is uniformly local, in view of Theorem 6.1 the only thing left

to show is that -Jc
j has the uniform cancellation property of order d̃.

Although -j has the uniform cancellation property of order d̃, we cannot imme-
diately conclude this from (7.2) for -Jc

j . Indeed, since the wavelets from -j generally
have global supports, invoking (7.2) and the cancellation property of .j,x would yield
a bound for |$.Jc

j,x, u%L2(")| in terms of the global Hd-norms of u 0 #q, whereas the
definition of the cancellation property requires a bound in terms of the Hd-norms of
u 0 #q in a neighbourhood of supp(.Jc

j,x 0 #q) with diameter of order 2"j. To arrive at
this result, we split u into (Id " P̃j)u and P̃ju, and then replace P̃ju by a function,
equal to P̃ju on supp.Jc

j,x and still in S(&̃j), that has a support with diameter of
order 2"j . The details are given below.

Using &-Jc
j &L2(") ! &-Jc

j " -j&L2(") + &-j&L2(")
<# 1, from the analogue of

Proposition 4.1 at the dual side, for u ' Hd̃($) we have

(7.3) |$.Jc
j,x, (Id " P̃j)u%L2(")| <# 2"d̃j

M$

q=1

|u 0 #q|Hd̃(B(##1
q (supp)Jc

j,x)"q);(&̃+3'̃)2#j))!).

We set

(7.4) Ij(x) := {y ' Ij : supp '̃j,y+supp.Jc
j,x -= ,}, and P̃j,x : u /.

$

y#Ij(x)

)̃j,y(u)'̃j,y.
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Noting that .j,x 8L2(") S(&̃j), and that #Ij(x) is bounded, uniformly in j and
x ' Jj , we have

|$.Jc
j,x, P̃ju%L2(")|(7.5)

= |$.Jc
j,x, P̃j,xu%L2(")| = |$.Jc

j,x " .j,x, P̃j,xu%L2(")|

<# 2"d̃j
M$

q=1

&
$

z###1
q (Ij(x))

)̃!
j,z(u 0 #q)'̃!

j,z&L2(!)
<# 2"d̃j max

10q0M, z###1
q (Ij(x))

|)̃!
j,z(u 0 #q)|.

It is possible that for some 1 ! q% ! M , #"1
q! (Ij(x)) -= ,, whereas supp.Jc

j,x + $q! = ,.
Yet, for such q%, any z% ' #"1

q! (Ij(x)) is on a face of !, and there exist q and z '
#"1

q (Ij(x)) with supp.Jc
j,x + $q -= , and #q!(z%) = #q(z), and thus )̃!

j,z!(u 0 #q!) =
)̃!

j,z(u 0 #q), meaning that it su"ces to bound |)̃!
j,z(u 0 #q)| for such q and z. Since

dist(z,#"1
q (supp.Jc

j,x + $q)) ! (̃2"j , and |)̃!
j,z(u 0 #q)| <# &u 0 #q&L2(B(z,&̃2#j))!) +

2"d̃j |u 0 #q|Hd̃(B(z,&̃2#j))!), as follows from (3.1) at the dual side, we conclude that

|$.Jc
j,x, P̃ju%L2(")| <#2"d̃j

M$

q=1

[&u 0 #q&L2(B(##1
q (supp)Jc

j,x)"q);(&̃+'̃)2#j))!)(7.6)

+ 2"d̃j |u 0 #q|Hd̃(B(##1
q (supp)Jc

j,x)"q);(&̃+'̃)2#j))!)].

The combination of (7.3) and (7.6) completes the proof.
Remark 7.2. The construction of the approximate wavelets -Jc

j in Theorem 7.1
has some similarities to the construction of approximate “prewavelets” in [23], where
the inverse of a mass matrix with respect to a standard finite element basis is ap-
proximated by a number of steps of an iterative method, as the Jacobi or symmetric
Gauss-Seidel method. A di!erence is that in our case the matrix Dj converges to
$(j , &̃j%L2(") as j . 3, allowing us to derive much stronger results concerning the
generation of Riesz bases by the resulting approximate wavelets.

Compared to the approximate wavelets one gets by simply replacing $·, ·%L2(") by
$$·, ·%%0 in (5.5), for d̃ ) 2 the approximate wavelets .Jc

j,x have relatively large supports.
Although this has not so much an e!ect on the multi-scale to single scale transform,
that can be implemented being much more e"cient than suggested by the sizes of the
supports, it is a disadvantage for example when it concerns the compression of the
sti!ness matrix of an integral operator with respect to these approximate wavelets.
In the following two subsections, we construct approximate wavelets with smaller
supports.

As a preparation, the next proposition facilitates the verification of the third
condition from Theorem 6.1, in case di!erent constructions of approximate wavelets
are used on di!erent parts of $. In the proof, the problem of the generally global
supports of the true biorthogonal wavelets is circumvented by approximating them by
su"ciently accurate, uniformly local approximate wavelets generated by the Jacobi
iteration approach.

Proposition 7.3. Let 0 ' (0, 1) and let -̆j = (.̆j,x)x#Jj be uniformly local.
Then &-j " -̆j&L2(")

<# 0j if and only if supx#Jj
&.j,x " .̆j,x&L2(")

<# 0j.
Proof. Let supx#Jj

&.j,x " .̆j,x&L2(")
<# 0j. Selecting m ' N such that 2"m ! 0,

from the proof of Theorem 7.1 we learn that there exists a uniformly local -Jc
j with
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&-j " -Jc
j &L2(")

<# 2"mj ! 0j , and so supx#Jj
&.j,x " .Jc

j,x&L2(")
<# 0j and thus

supx#Jj
&.Jc

j,x " .̆j,x&L2(")
<# 0j . Since both -Jc

j and -̆j are uniformly local, this
implies &-Jc

j " -̆j&L2(")
<# 0j , and thus that &-j " -̆j&L2(") ! &-j " -Jc

j &L2(") +
&-Jc

j " -̆j&L2(")
<# 0j . The proof of the other implication is trivial.

7.2. Ignoring the Jacobian determinants away from the interfaces. In
this subsection, we show that away from the patch interfaces, we may replace the
wavelets from -Jc

j by the corresponding ones from

-(0)
j := )j " $$)j , &̃j%%0(j ,

which is the collection of biorthogonal wavelets one obtains when biorthogonality is
realized with respect to $$ , %%0 instead of $ , %L2("), i.e., when, in the wavelet formula
(5.5), all Jacobian determinants are replaced by the constant 1.

Recalling that for x ' $, k(x) = #{q : x ' $q}, we set I1j = {x ' Ij : k(x) = 1}
and

J1
j = {x ' Jj : k(x) = 1 and $-j,x, '̃j,y%L2(") = 0 for all y ' Ij\I1j },

which set is designed such that for x ' J1
j , .(0)

j,x is fully supported inside one patch
$q.

Theorem 7.4. The set -̆j = {.̆j,x : x ' Jj}, defined by .̆j,x = .(0)
j,x when x ' J1

j ,
and .̆j,x = .Jc

j,x when x ' Jj\J1
j , is uniformly local, it has the uniform cancellation

property of order d̃, and for any s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}) and j0 large enough,

&j0 * *j.j02
"sj-̆j is a Riesz basis for Hs($),

and thus, in view of (2.4), when in addition |s| < 3
2 , |s| < s" -' N or |s| ! s" ' N, it

is a Riesz basis for Hs($).
Proof. Using that, for j ) j0 large enough, &$(j, &̃j%"1

L2(") " D"1
j & <# 2"j, which

follows as a special case from (7.1), and that the mappings z /. |%#q(z)| are smooth,
one easily verifies that for x ' J1

j ,

&.j,x " .(0)
j,x& <# 2"j.

Since for x ' Jj\J1
j , &.j,x " .Jc

j,x& <# 2"d̃j, and -̆j is uniformly local, in view of
Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 7.3 the only thing left to show is that -̆j has the
uniform cancellation property of order d̃. Knowing this for -Jc

j , we only have to
consider .(0)

j,x for x ' J1
j .

Let x ' J1
j , say x ' $q, and let u be a globally continuous, patchwise smooth

function on $ that is zero on %$D. Let v be some arbitrary extension of the mapping
x /. u(x)|%#q(#"1

q (x))| on $q to a globally continuous, patchwise smooth function on
$ that is zero on %$D. Since supp.(0)

j,x ( $q, from Proposition 4.1 at the dual side
we have

|$.(0)
j,x , u%L2(")| = |$$.(0)

j,x , v%%0| = |$$.(0)
j,x , ((Id " P̃j)v)|

supp)(0)
j,x

%%0|

<# 2"d̃j |v 0 #q|Hd̃(B(##1
q (supp)(0)

j,x);(&̃+3'̃)2#j))!)

<# 2"d̃j&u 0 #q&Hd̃(B(##1
q (supp)(0)

j,x);(&̃+3'̃)2#j))!)
,
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which completes the proof.
Note that for x ' J1

j , generally it only holds that &.j,x " .(0)
j,x&L2(") ! 2"j. So

in contrast to -Jc
j , for the approximate wavelets -̆j from this subsection, generally

&-j"-̆j&L2(") -<# 2"d̃j when d̃ > 1. The same will hold true for the collections -̆j that
will be constructed in the next subsection. As follows from Theorem 6.1, however,
this fact does not limit the range of s for which the approximate wavelets generate a
Riesz basis for Hs($).

As we saw in the previous subsection, for x ' J1
j we can replace .Jc

j,x by .(0)
j,x , that,

for d̃ ) 2, has a much smaller support. In this subsection, we investigate whether also
near the interfaces we can find appropriate approximate wavelets .̆j,x with smaller
supports.

We set

IP d̃"2($) := C($) +
M1

q=1

#q(IP d̃"2(!)),

where IP d̃"2(!) := Pd̃"2(!) when ! is the interior of an n-simplex, and IP d̃"2(!) :=
Qd̃"2(!), being the tensor product space of the univariate polynomial spaces Pd̃"2(0, 1)
in the n coordinate directions, when ! = (0, 1)n. In the latter case, in addition to
the assumption that Pd̃"1(!) ( S(&̃!

j ) ((J)(ii) at the dual side), in this subsection
we assume that

(J̃e) Qd̃"2(!) ( S(&̃!
j ).

For z ' $ and ( ) 0, let B"(z; () = {y ' $ : d"(z, y) ! (}. With, for some
constant 1 ) 0, setting

Ṽj,x,+ =
2

v ' IP d̃"2($) : v|""D)B!(x;+2#j) = 0
3
,

for x ' Jj\J1
j we will search

(7.7) .̆j,x 8L2(") Ṽj,x,+ with &.̆j,x " .̂j,x&L2(") " 2"j.

We note that by taking Ṽj,x,+ to be the smaller set {v ' IP d̃"2($) : v|""D = 0}, .̆j,x

would not necessarily have the cancellation property of order d̃, and on the other hand,
as we will see later, without incorporating boundary conditions in the definition of
Ṽj,x,+, generally we cannot expect that &.̆j,x " .j,x&L2(")

<# 2"j . For the moment as-
suming that such .̆j,x can be found, which topic will be treated later in this subsection,
the following Theorem 7.5 shows that they have the uniform cancellation property of
order d̃, which, by Theorem 6.1, additionally yields the Riesz basis property for the
full range of s. This may look surprising since, ignoring boundary conditions, the
condition .̆j,x 8L2(") Ṽj,x,+ seems only to imply the uniform cancellation property of
order d̃ " 1.

Theorem 7.5. Let -̆j = {.̆j,x : x ' Jj} ( S(&j+1) be a uniformly local set,
with .̆j,x = .(0)

j,x when x ' J1
j , and with for x ' Jj\J1

j , &.̆j,x " .j,x&L2(")
<# 2"j and

.̆j,x 8L2(") Ṽj,x,+. Then, for j ) j0 large enough, -̆j has the uniform cancellation
property of order d̃, and for s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}),

&j0 * *j.j02
"sj-̆j is a Riesz basis for Hs($),
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and thus, in view of (2.4), when in addition |s| < 3
2 , |s| < s" -' N or |s| ! s" ' N, it

is a Riesz basis for Hs($).
Proof. In view of Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 7.3, it is su"cient to show that

{.̆j,x : x ' Jj\J1
j } has the uniform cancellation property of order d̃. We start by

constructing, for given u ' Hd̃($), a suitable interpolant in Ṽj,x,+. For j ) j0,
and x ' Jj\J1

j , let O be the set of all 1 ! q ! M with supp .̆j,x + $q -= , or
B"(x; 12"j) + $q -= ,. For j0 being large enough, for all q ' O, we can find open,
uniformly ‘shape regular’ open n-simplices or n cubes !q with diam(!q) <# 2"j,
and on each !q, a set Kq of dim IP d̃"2(!) interpolation points such that for given
u ' Hd̃($),

(a) v '
4

q#O #q(IP d̃"2(!)) is uniquely determined by (v 0#q)(Kq) = (u0#q)(Kq)
(q ' O),

(b) v ' C(*q#O$q),
(c) for each q ' O and z ' !q + #"1

q (%$D), v 0 #q vanishes on the lowest dimen-
sional face e of ! that contains z.

For the last property, note that if z ' !q + #"1
q (%$D), then by (2.1), u 0 #q vanishes

on the lowest dimensional face e of !, say of dimension k, that contains z. When !q

and Kq are arranged such that !q has a face ẽ of dimension k on e, and (v 0 #q)|e
depends only on its values in Kq + ẽ, indeed v 0 #q vanishes on e. See Figure 7.1 for
an illustration. The function v can be extended to a function in IP d̃"2($).

"!D

!\!

Fig. 7.1. Illustration with the proof of Theorem 7.5. "q"O!q(!q) and "q"O!q(Kq) for a "
consisting of 3 patches.

Since the above interpolation reproduces any u ' C(*q#O$q)+
4

q#O #q(IP d̃"2(!)),
standard arguments using the Sobolev embedding theorem (recall that d̃ > n

2 ) and
the Bramble-Hilbert lemma show that for q ' O,

(7.8) &(u " v) 0 #q&L2(!q)
<# 2"(d̃"1)j |u 0 #q|Hd̃#1(!q) + 2"d̃j |u 0 #q|Hd̃(!q).

Next we will select the above !q to be su"ciently large such that v ' Ṽj,x,+ and
(I " P̃j)v vanishes on supp .̆j,x. Setting Īj = *M

q=1#q(I!
j ), i.e., without the exclusion

of possible points on %$D, and, for y ' Īj\Ij , defining '̃j,y and )̃j,y similarly as in
(4.1) and Proposition 4.1, respectively, we take the !q to be su"ciently large such
that

B"(x; 12"j) ( *q#O#q(!q),(7.9)

{y ' Īj\Ij : supp '̃j,y + supp .̆j,x -= ,} ( *q#O#q(!q),(7.10)

B(#"1
q (supp .̆j,x + $q); (*̃ + (̃)2"j) + ! ( !q.(7.11)
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From (c) and (7.9), we infer that v ' Ṽj,x,+, so that $.̆j,x, v%L2(") = 0 by definition
of .̆j,x. Because of the assumption (J̃e), the projector w /.

!
y#Īj

$w, )̃j,y%L2(")'̃j,y

reproduces any v ' IP d̃"2($). By additionally using (7.10), (c), and (J)(ii), we have
that (Id " P̃j)v vanishes on supp .̆j,x. Writing

$.̆j,x, u%L2(") = $.̆j,x, u " v%L2(") = $.̆j,x, (Id " P̃j)u%L2(") + $.̆j,x, P̃j(u " v)%L2("),

the first term can be estimated using Proposition 4.1 at the dual side.
From (7.4), recall the definition of Ij(x) (with now .Jc

j,x reading as .̆j,x) and that
of the local projector P̃j,x. Similar to (7.5) and (7.6) and using (7.11), for the second
term we have

|$.̆j,x, P̃j(u " v)%L2(")| = |$.̆j,x, P̃j,x(u " v)%L2(")| = |$.̆j,x " .j,x, P̃j,x(u " v)%L2(")|
<# 2"j

$

q#O
[&(u " v) 0 #q&L2(!q) + 2"d̃j |u 0 #q|Hd̃(!q)]

<#
$

q#O
[2"d̃j |u 0 #q|Hd̃#1(!q) + 2"(d̃+1)j |u 0 #q|Hd̃(!q)]

by (7.8), which yields the uniform cancellation property of order d̃, and so completes
the proof.

Next, we discuss a construction of -̆j as in Theorem 7.5. Consider for x ' Jj\J1
j ,

the first order approximation .̂j,x for .j,x from the collection

(7.12) -̂j := )j " $)j , &̃j%L2(")D"1
j (j.

As a special case of (7.1), we have &.j,x " .̂j,x&L2(")
<# 2"j , where generally .̂j,x only

has the cancellation property of order 1. We will construct .̆j,x from .̂j,x by adding
correction terms. In view of our requirement that &.j,x " .̆j,x&L2(")

<# 2"j, we first
show that .̂j,x is already nearly orthogonal to Ṽj,x,+, so that the correction can be
small. For this to be true, the incorporation of boundary conditions in the definition
of Ṽj,x,+ is essential.

Lemma 7.6. Let the constant 1 in the definition of Ṽj,x,+ be su"ciently large such
that for all x ' Jj and y ' Īj with supp '̃j,y + supp .̂j,x -= ,, supp )̃j,y ( B"(x; 12"j).
Then

|$.̂j,x, p%L2(")| " 2"j&p&L2(supp )̂j,x) (p ' Ṽj,x,+).

Proof. Since p ' IP d̃"2($), by the inclusion of possible points on %$D and (J̃e),
we have p =

!
y#Īj

$p, )̃j,y%L2(")'̃j,y. Terms in this sum for y ' Īj\Ij vanish on
supp .̂j,x by (J)(ii) and because p vanishes on %$D + B"(x; 12"j). Setting pj,x =!

{y#Ij:supp ,̃j,y)supp )̂j,x &=*}$p, )̃j,y%L2(")'̃j,y, which is a function in S(&̃j), we find
that

|$.̂j,x, p%L2(")| = |$.̂j,x, pj,x%L2(")| = |$.̂j,x " .j,x, pj,x%L2(")|
" 2"j&pj,x&L2(") " 2"j&p&L2(supp )̂j,x),

where in the last step we used (J)(iv).
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Let us first consider the special case d̃ = 2 making the natural assumption that
|
%

-j,xdµ| ># 2"jn/2. Let 1 be as in Lemma 7.6. If x ' Jj\J1
j is such that %$D +

B"(x; 12"j) -= ,, then Ṽj,x,+ = {0}, and we can take .̆j,x = .̂j,x. Otherwise, we
take .̆j,x := .̂j,x " [

%
" .̂j,xdµ/

%
" -j,xdµ]-j,x. Obviously .̆j,x 8L2(") 1, i.e., .̆j,x 8

Ṽj,x,+, and Lemma 7.6 shows that |
%
" .̂j,xdµ| <# 2"j(1+n/2), so that indeed &.̂j,x "

.̆j,x&L2(")
<# 2"j. In view of our aim to replace .Jc

j,x for x ' Jj\J1
j by an approximate

wavelet with smaller support, note that the support of .̆j,x is equal to that of .̂j,x

(which is equal to that of .(0)
j,x).

For d̃ > 2, generally we have to add more than one degree of freedom to find a
correction of .̂j,x that is orthogonal to Ṽj,x,+. We will search the correction from the
span of ,j,y with d"(x, y) " 2"j. Instead of adding as many degrees of freedom as
dim(Ṽj,x,+), generally we add more degrees of freedom, but then solve the resulting
underdetermined problem in a minimal norm sense to end up with a correction term
that is as small as possible. The resulting approximate wavelets will be denoted
as .ls

j,x, where ‘ls’ refers to least-squares. In Theorem 7.7 it is stated that if, for
su"ciently large &, we use all ,j,y for y ' Ij with d"(x, y) ! &2"j, then the constrained
minimization problem has a unique solution .ls

j,x, with &.ls
j,x".j,x&L2(")

<# 2"j . Note
that although in our numerical example we end up with .ls

j,x that has the same support
as .̂j,x, which thus in particular is much smaller than the support of .Jc

j,x, we cannot
prove this in general.

Theorem 7.7. Let 1 be as in Lemma 7.6. For a su"ciently large constant & > 0,
and with (-j,x := {,j,y : y ' Ij + B"(x; &2"j)}, for any x ' Jj\J1

j the problem of
determining

argmin
)ls

j,x#)̂j,x+S(%"
j,x)
{&.ls

j,x " .̂j,x&L2(") : .ls
j,x 8L2(") Ṽj,x,+}

has a unique solution with &.ls
j,x " .j,x&L2(") " 2"j, so that Theorem 7.5 applies.

Proof. In the following, let / > 0 be a constant such that

(7.13) supp '̃j,y, supp ,j,y ( B"(y; /2"j) (y ' Ij),

and let & > 0 be a constant that will be fixed later, that, in any case, is su"ciently
large such that

(7.14) supp .̂j,x ( B-
j,x := B"(x; (& + /)2"j) (x ' Jj).

For p ' IP d̃"2($), it holds that

p "
$

y#Ij)B!(x;-2#j)

$p, )̃j,y%L2(")'̃j,y =
$

y#Īj\(Ij)B!(x;-2#j))

$p, )̃j,y%L2(")'̃j,y,

and so, by the properties of the '̃j,y and )̃j,y , for some constant 2 > 0

&p "
$

y#Ij)B!(x;-2#j)

$p, )̃j,y%L2(")'̃j,y&L2(B"
j,x)

<# [
$

{y#Īj\(Ij)B!(x;-2#j)):supp ,̃j,y)B"
j,x &=*}

|$p, )̃j,y%L2(")|2]
1
2

<# 2"jn/2&p&L"(B!(x;(-+*+.)2#j))

&
#{y ' Īj\(Ij + B"(x; &2"j)) : supp '̃j,y + B-

j,x -= ,}
' 1

2

<# &"n/2&p&L2(B"
j,x) 5 &(n"1)/2,
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where we used that p is a function from a fixed, finite dimensional space. See Figure 7.2
for an illustration. With &̃-j,x := {'̃j,y : y ' Ij + B"(x, &2"j)}, we conclude that

x

!\!

"!D
Fig. 7.2. Illustration with the proof of Theorem 7.7. B!

j,x (solid circle), Ij # B!(x; "2#j) (•),
Īj\(Ij # B!(x; "2#j)) ($).

inf
ṽj#S($̃"

j,x)
&p " ṽj&L2(B"

j,x)
<# &"

1
2 &p&L2(B"

j,x) (p ' IP d̃"2($)).

As we have seen, for j ) j0 large enough, the matrix $(j , &̃j%L2(") is uniformly
bounded invertible. Since furthermore &$(j, &̃j%L2(") " diag$(j , &̃j%L2(")& " 2"j, we
infer that, for j ) j0 large enough, any principal submatrix of $(j , &̃j%L2(") is uni-
formly boundedly invertible, again also with respect to the selection of this submatrix.

By using in addition that by (7.13) for any y ' Ij + B"(x, &2"j), '̃j,y and ,j,y

vanish outside B-
j,x, we infer that &̃-j,x and (-j,x are uniform L2(B-

j,x)-Riesz systems,
with $&̃-j,x,(-j,x%L2(B"

j,x) being uniformly boundedly invertible, where here as well as
in the following “uniform” not only refers to j ) j0, but also to x and &, as long as
the latter has not been fixed.

By Lemma 5.1 there exists a uniformly bounded projector Q̂-j,x : L2(B-
j,x) .

L2(B-
j,x) with 7(Q̂-j,x) = S(&̃-j,x) and 7(I " Q̂-j,x) = S((-j,x)

-
L2(B"

j,x
) . From

&p" Q̂-j,xp&L2(B"
j,x) ! (1 + &Q̂-j,x&L2(B"

j,x)/L2(B"
j,x)) inf

ṽj#S($̃"
j,x)

&p " ṽj&L2(B"
j,x)

for p ' IP d̃"2($), we conclude that by fixing & to be a su"ciently large constant, we
have

&Q̂-j,xp&L2(B"
j,x) ) &p&L2(B"

j,x) " &p " Q̂-j,xp&L2(B"
j,x)

># &p&L2(B"
j,x),

and thus

$(Q̂-j,x)!Q̂-j,xp, p%L2(B"
j,x))

># &p&2
L2(B"

j,x)
># &(Q̂-j,x)!Q̂-j,xp&L2(B"

j,x)&p&L2(B"
j,x).

Since this result is in particular valid for any p ' Ṽj,x,+, and 7((Q̂-j,x)!Q̂-j,x) ( S((-j,x),
we have that

(7.15) inf
0&=p#Ṽj,x,#

sup
0&=vj#S(%"

j,x)

|$vj , p%L2(B"
j,x)|

&vj&L2(B"
j,x)&p&L2(B"

j,x)

># 1.
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It is well-known that this so-called inf-sup condition implies that for any u ' L2(B-
j,x),

the problem of finding vj ' S((-j,x) with minimal L2(B-
j,x)-norm satisfying

(7.16) $vj , p%L2(B"
j,x) = $u, p%L2(B"

j,x) (p ' Ṽj,x,+),

has a unique solution, denoted as vj = L-j,xu, for which &vj&L2(B"
j,x)

<# &u&L2(B"
j,x).

Obviously, L-j,x : L2(B-
j,x) . S((-j,x) is linear with ker(L-j,x) = (Ṽj,x,+|B"

j,x
)
-

L2(B"
j,x

) .
Since supp vj ( B-

j,x for any vj ' S((-j,x), for u being supported in B-
j,x both L2(B-

j,x)-
scalar products in (7.16) read as L2($)-scalar products. From supp .̂j,x ( B-

j,x we
conclude that the constrained minimization problem from the theorem has the unique
solution .ls

j,x = (I " L-j,x).̂j,x.
What is left to show is that &.ls

j,x " .̂j,x&L2(")
<# 2"j. Since supp .̂j,x ( B-

j,x,
Lemma 7.6 shows that

|$.̂j,x, p%L2(B"
j,x)| = |$.̂j,x, p%L2(")| " 2"j&p&L2(B"

j,x), (p ' Ṽj,x,+).

Since 7((L-j,x)!) = ker(L-j,x)
-

L2(B"
j,x

) = Ṽj,x,+|B"
j,x

, we have

&L-j,x.̂j,x&L2(B"
j,x) = sup

0&=v#L2(B"
j,x)

|$L-j,x.̂j,x, v%L2(B"
j,x)|

&v&L2(B"
j,x)

= sup
0&=v#L2(B"

j,x)

|$.̂j,x, (L-j,x)!v%L2(B"
j,x)|

&v&L2(B"
j,x)

<# 2"j&.̂j,x&L2(B"
j,x)&(L-j,x)!&L2(B"

j,x)/L2(B"
j,x)

<# 2"j&.̂j,x&L2(B"
j,x),

that is, &.ls
j,x " .̂j,x&L2(")

<# 2"j .
Remark 7.8. In case (j -= &j , it is not of any interest that -̆j " )j ' S((j) (cf.

Remark 6.2). In that case, in Theorem 7.7 we may search .ls
j,x in the larger space

.̂j,x + S(&-j+1,x), with &-j+1,x := {'j+1,y : x ' Ij+1 + B"(x; &2"j)}, which opens the
possibility that we may take a smaller &, and so reduce the support of the resulting
.ls

j,x.
Remark 7.9. Both the construction of .Jc

j,x from Theorem 7.1, and that of
.ls

j,x from Theorem 7.7 requires the evaluation of L2($)-scalar products. For general
parametrizations #q, these scalar products cannot be evaluated exactly, and therefore
have to be approximated using numerical quadrature. Theorem 6.1 shows that if
the quadrature is organized such that it causes an L2($)-error " 2"d̃j in the result-
ing approximate wavelet, then all results concerning cancellation properties and the
generation of Riesz bases remain valid.
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8. Numerical example. We consider a 2-dimensional Lipschitz manifold $ =
*4

i=1$q ( R3 as illustrated in Figure 8.1, which, together with its parametrization that
satisfies (M), is defined as follows. Let P be a tetrahedron in R3, with vertices on the
unit sphere, geometric centroid in (0, 0, 0), and one of its four facets F1, . . . , F4, say F4,
parallel to and below the x3 = 0 plane. Let ! be the interior of a reference 2-simplex

Fig. 8.1. The manifold ", excluding one of the patches F1, F2, or F3, and the tetrahedron P .

in R2, with vol(!) = 1, and for 1 ! q ! 4, let Bq : ! . Fq some a"ne bijection. The
parametrizations #q : ! . $q are defined by #q(z) = Bq(z)/&Bq(z)& for 1 ! q ! 3,
and by #4(z) = Bq(z)/&Bq(z)&" 27

4 (0, 0,)1(z))2(z))3(z)), where ()1(z),)2(z),)3(z))
are the barycentric coordinates of z with respect to !. So without the perturbation
by this cubic bubble, $ would be the unit sphere. We added this perturbation term so
that J : x /. |%#q(#"1

q (x))| when x ' $q, cannot be extended to a continuous function
on $. This means that constructions based on ignoring the Jacobian determinants will
yield wavelets of which those that have supports that intersect an interface between
$4 and one of the three other patches have no cancellation properties. Furthermore,
in view of our discussion at the beginning of § 6, note that z /. |%#q(z)| are not
constant functions.

We consider two examples of collections &!
j , &̃!

j , (!
j , )!

j , '!
j , '̃!

j , both based
on the construction of finite element wavelets from [14]. With 30 = {!}, let 30, 31, . . .
be the sequence of triangulations of ! with 3j+1 generated from 3j by a uniform
dyadic refinement, let Vj be the set of vertices of all T ' 3j , and for p ' N>0, let
Sp

j = C(!) +
4

T#/j
Pp(T ).

Let ! = (!0)0#I , !̃ = (!̃0)0#I , " = ("0)0#I , # = (#0)0#J , and $ = ($0)0#I ,
$̃ = ($̃0)0#I be collections in C(!) or C(!)%, respectively, where both the index
sets I and J , and all collections of functions or functionals are symmetric in the
barycentric coordinates. For j ' N, and with, for each T ' 3j , BT : ! . T being
some arbitrary a"ne bijection, let I!

j = *T#/j BT (I), J!
j = *T#/j BT (J), and for

x ' !, let k!
j (x) := #{T ' 3j : x ' T}. The ‘local’ index sets I and J will be

chosen such that J!
j = I!

j+1\I
!
j . We define the collections &!

j := ('!
j,x)x#I!

j
, and

analogously &̃!
j , (!

j and )!
j = (-!

j,y)y#J!
j

, and the collections '!
j = ()!

j,x)x#I!
j

, and

analogously '̃!
j , by

(8.1) '!
j,x(z) = 2jk!

j (x)"
1
2

"
!B#1

T (x)(B
"1
T (z)) if x, z ' T ' 3j ,

0 elsewhere,
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and

(8.2) )!
j,x(u) = 2"jk!

j (x)
1
2 $B#1

T (x)(u 0 BT ) when x ' T for some T ' 3j ,

respectively. The ‘local’ collections will be designed such that the ‘global’ collections
given by (8.1) or (8.2) are well-defined, where moreover all functions are continuous.
Furthermore, it will hold that $!,$%L2(!) = $!̃, $̃%L2(!) = $", !̃%L2(!) = Id , so
that $&!

j ,'!
j %L2(!) = $&̃!

j , '̃!
j %L2(!) = $(!

j , &̃!
j %L2(!) = Id , and all other conditions

imposed in §3 will be also satisfied with parameters + = +̃ = 3
2 , d = 2, and either

d̃ = 2 or d̃ = 3. However, in both our examples S(") -= S(!), so that the basis
transformation from single-scale to multi-scale basis will not have a linear complexity.

In our example for d̃ = 2, we have I = V0, J = V1\V0, ! = !̃ with S(!) = S1
0 ,

and S(" * #) = S1
1 . The collections were introduced in [14, §4.5.1], and they are

determined by the illustrations in Figure 8.2 by using symmetry in the barycentric
coordinates. The collection $ = $̃ is just the set of function evaluations on V0. Note

1

0

1

0 !3/40

21/20

! # 1
20"

Fig. 8.2. “Local building blocks” for d̃ = 2.

that I!
j = Vj , S(&!

j ) = S(&̃!
j ) = S1

j . So, in particular, for the resulting collection &j

on $, we have S(&j) = C($) +
44

q=1 #q(S1
j ).

In our example for d̃ = 3, we have I = V1, J = V2\V1, S(!) = S1
1 , S(!̃) = S2

0 , and
S(" * #) = S1

2 . The collections we use are modifications of those introduced in [14,
§4.5.4], and yield better conditioned wavelet bases. They are illustrated in Figure 8.3,
and their derivation and precise definition will be presented in [17], together with
examples for other values of d and d̃. The collection$ is the set of function evaluations
on V1. Writing !̃ as an invertible 656 matrix B applied to the nodal basis of S2

0 , $̃ is
obtained by applying B"T to the collection of function evaluations on V1. Note that
I!
j = Vj+1, S(&!

j ) = S1
j+1 and S(&̃!

j ) = S2
j . So for the resulting collections &j and

&̃j on $, we have S(&j) = C($) +
44

q=1 #q(S1
j+1) and S(&̃j) = C($) +

44
q=1 #q(S2

j ),
respectively.

We have implemented the approximate wavelet constructions from §7.2 and §7.2,
that away from the patch interfaces both yield the approximate wavelets from the
collection -(0)

j = )j "$$)j , &̃j%%0$$(j , &̃j%%"1
0 (j obtained by ignoring the Jacobian de-

terminants. The pull-backs of these wavelets to the parameter domain are illustrated
in Figure 8.4, which functions are thus continuous piecewise linear with respect to the
indicated triangulation.

With the approach from §7.2, wavelets along the patch interfaces are taken
from the collection -Jc

j := )j "$)j , &̃j%L2(")

/!d̃"1
k=0(Id "D"1

j $(j , &̃j%L2("))kD"1
j

0
(j ,

where Dj := diag$(j , &̃j%L2("). Illustrations of the, naturally joined, patchwise pull-
backs of these wavelets can be found in Figure 8.5. For j = 0, the Neumann se-
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! !̃

# 1
60"

Fig. 8.3. “Local building blocks” for d̃ = 3.

Fig. 8.4. Wavelets #
(0)
j,x away from the patch interfaces for d̃ = 2 and d̃ = 3 (one of the two

di!erent types), and their supports in terms of the underlying triangulation.

ries does not converge, and as a consequence
!d̃"1

k=0(Id " D"1
j $(j , &̃j%L2("))kD"1

j

provides a very poor approximation for $(j , &̃j%"1
L2("). We redefined -̆0 := )0 "

$)j , &̃j%L2(")$(j , &̃j%"1
L2(")(0.

For the construction from §7.2, for each x ' Jj\J1
j we have to specify a subspace

Aj,x ( S(&j+1) that defines .ls
j,x via

argmin
)ls

j,x#)̂j,x+Aj,x

{&.ls
j,x " .̂j,x&L2(") : .ls

j,x 8L2(") IP d̃"2($)}.

For d̃ = 2, we take Aj,x = S({-j,x}), so that .ls
j,x = .̂j,x + 4-j,x with 4 such that%

" .ls
j,x = 0. For d̃ = 3, we take Aj,x = S({'j+1,y : supp'j+1,y ( supp .̂j,x}),

which space turns out to be su"ciently large so that the constrained minimization
problem has a solution .ls

j,x, with &.ls
j,x " .̂j,x&L2(")

<# 2"j . The, naturally joined,
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Fig. 8.5. Wavelets #Jc
4,x for d̃ = 2 and #Jc

3,x for d̃ = 3 near the “north pole”, and their supports
in terms of the underlying triangulation.

patchwise pull-backs of the resulting .ls
j,x are illustrated in Figure 8.6. By definition

they have the same supports as the corresponding .(0)
j,x that one obtains by ignoring

the Jacobian determinants also along the interfaces. As with the Jacobi iteration

Fig. 8.6. Wavelets #ls
4,x for d̃ = 2 and #ls

3,x for d̃ = 3 near the “north pole”, and their supports
in terms of the underlying triangulation.

approach, for j = 0, we redefined -̆0 := )0 " $)j , &̃j%L2(")$(j , &̃j%"1
L2(")(0.

With

#!,'·' := sup
0&=c=(c$)$$"

555
!
!#! c! !

'!'

555
2

&c&2

6
inf

0&=c=(c$)$$"

555
!
!#! c! !

'!'

555
2

&c&2
,

and, for the obtained collections -̆j of approximate wavelets using either the approach
from §7.2 (Jacobi approximation along the interfaces) or that of §7.2 (least squares
approximation along the interfaces), with

-̆(1) :=
"

&0 * *1"1
k=0-̆k when d̃ = 2,

&0 * *1"2
k=0-̆k when d̃ = 3,

for ! ! 6 we give #&̆(%),'·'L2(!)
, #&̆(%),|||·|||1, #&̆(%),|||·|||#1,6

, where on C($) +
44

q=1 #q(S1
m),

|||u|||"1,m := supv#C("))
Q4

q=1 #q(S1
m)

|+u,v,L2(!)|
|||v|||1 . The uniform boundedness in ||| · |||1 of
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the L2($)-orthogonal projector onto C($) +
44

q=1 #q(S1
m), which is a consequence of

Theorem 5.3, shows that ||| · |||"1 ! ||| · |||"1,m on C($) +
44

q=1 #q(S1
1 ) uniformly in

! ! m. Recall that for both d̃ = 2 and d̃ = 3, -̆(1) is a basis for C($) +
44

q=1 #q(S1
1 ).

Since the functions from &0, and for d̃ = 2, from -̆0 and -̆1, and for d̃ = 3, from -̆0

have global supports anyway, for computing the condition numbers we replaced each
of these collections by orthonormalized versions by multiplying them by the inverse
of the square root of their mass matrix with respect to either $·, ·%L2("), $$·, ·%%1 or
$$·, ·%%"1,6, the latter being the scalar product corresponding to the norm & ·&"1,6. The
results are presented in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Although it turns out that unfortunately,

Table 8.1
Condition numbers for d̃ = 2.

Jacobi approximation least squares approximation
! #&(%),'·'L2(!)

#&̆(%),|||·|||1 #&̆(%),|||·|||#1,6
#&̆(%),'·'L2(!)

#&̆(%),|||·|||1 #&̆(%),|||·|||#1,6

1 1.35e0 2.30e0 3.06e0 1.35e0 2.30e0 3.09e0
2 1.45e0 7.86e0 8.65e0 1.82e0 7.64e0 1.09e1
3 1.75e1 4.82e1 2.79e1 2.42e1 6.84e1 3.41e1
4 1.79e1 6.51e1 4.53e1 2.46e1 9.06e1 5.21e1
5 1.79e1 7.66e1 6.20e1 2.46e1 1.06e2 6.69e1
6 1.79e1 8.25e1 7.34e1 2.46e1 1.14e2 7.84e1

Table 8.2
Condition numbers for d̃ = 3.

Jacobi approximation least squares approximation
! #&(%),'·'L2(!)

#&̆(%),|||·|||1 #&̆(%),|||·|||#1,6
#&̆(%),'·'L2(!)

#&̆(%),|||·|||1 #&̆(%),|||·|||#1,6

2 2.80e0 1.26e1 4.18e1 2.80e0 1.26e1 4.22e0
3 1.36e1 5.47e1 3.36e1 1.85e1 8.51e1 3.82e1
4 1.81e1 7.88e1 5.76e1 2.34e1 1.19e2 6.86e1
5 1.97e1 8.83e1 8.00e1 2.44e1 1.32e2 9.65e1
6 2.03e1 9.20e1 9.64e1 2.47e1 1.36e2 1.34e2

in particular in the & · &"1,6-norm, the condition numbers haven’t really stabilized,
we stopped our computations at ! = 6 since mainly due to the normalization of the
wavelets, in particular with respect to the & ·&"1,6-norm, on higher levels they become
too time consuming.

Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof consists of steps (I)-(VI).
Although basically (V) and (VI) can be found in [20, Theorem 3.1], which in turn
was based on [24, Appendix], for convenience we include a complete proof.

(I) Since, as shown in Proposition 5.4, for j ) j0 large enough, -j is a uniform
L2($)-Riesz system, and by Condition (iii),

&$-̆j, -̆j%L2(") " $-j ,-j%L2(")&
= &$-̆j "-j ,-j%L2(") + $-j , -̆j "-j%L2(") + $-̆j "-j, -̆j "-j%L2(")& <# 0j ,

we infer that, possibly for a larger value of j0, for j ) j0, -̆j is a uniform L2($)-Riesz
system.
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(II) Next we investigate whether S(&j)+S(-̆j) is a uniformly L2($)-stable two-
level decomposition of S(&j+1):

Proposition A.1. Let V, W be subspaces of a Hilbert space H. Then equivalent
are
(a) H = V + W and 4 := sup0&=v#V, 0&=w#W

|+v,w,|
'v''w' < 1,

(b) There exists a bounded projector Q : H . H with 7(Q) = V and 7(Id"Q) = W .
Moreover, &Q& = (1 " 42)" 1

2 .
Now let (a), or equivalently (b), be satisfied, and let W̆ be another subspace of H

for which there exists a linear mapping R : W̆ . W with &Id " R& < 1"0
1+0 . Then

4̆ := sup
0&=v#V, 0&=w̆#W̆

|$v, w̆%|
&v&&w̆& ! 4 + (1 + 4)&Id " R& < 1.

With Q̆ : H . H being the bounded projector with 7(Q̆) = V and 7(Id " Q̆) = W̆ , it
holds that

&Q " Q̆& ! &Id " R&
(1 " 42) 1

2 (1 " 4̆2) 1
2
.

Proof. If (a) is valid, then H = V 9 W , and so there exists a projector Q with
7(Q) = V and 7(Id " Q) = W . For any u ' H , we have

&u&2 = &Qu + (Id " Q)u&2 ) &Qu&2 " 2|$Qu, (Id " Q)u%| + &(Id " Q)u&2

) &Qu&2 " 24&Qu&&(Id " Q)u& + &(Id " Q)u&2 ) (1 " 42)&Qu&2,

or &Q& ! (1 " 42)" 1
2 .

Now let (b) be valid. Suppose there exist nonzero v ' V , w ' W such that
µ := |+v,w,|

'v''w' > (1 " &Q&"2) 1
2 . Then there exist nonzero v ' V , w ' W with $v, w% =

"µ&v&&w&, moreover which can be chosen such that &w& = "µ&v&. From

&Q&"2&v&2 ! &v + w&2 = &v&2 + 2$v, w% + &w&2 = (1 " µ2)&v&2

we conclude a contradiction, so that sup0&=v#V, 0&=w#W
|+v,w,|
'v''w' ! (1 " &Q&"2) 1

2 .

Now let (a) or, equivalently, (b) be valid, and let W̆ be a subspace as in the
proposition. For any v ' V , w̆ ' W̆ ,

|$v, w̆%| = |$v, Rw̆% + $v, (Id " R)w̆%| ! 4&v&&Rw̆& + &v&&(Id " R)w̆&
! 4&v&&w̆& + (1 + 4)&v&&(Id " R)w̆& ! (4 + (1 + 4)&Id " R&)&v&&w̆&,

showing the statement about 4̆. The last statement follows from &Q& = (1 " 42)" 1
2 ,

&Id " Q̆& = (1" 4̆2)" 1
2 , and Q" Q̆ = Q(Id "R)(Id " Q̆) by QR = 0 and QQ̆ = Q̆,

Returning to the proof of Theorem 6.1, with, for j ) j0, Q(j+1)
j := Qj |S($j+1), it

holds that 7(Q(j+1)
j ) = S(&j) and 7(Id " Q(j+1)

j ) = S(-j). Setting Rj : S(-̆j) .
S(-j) : cT

j -̆j /. cT
j -j , by Condition (iii) and (I) we have

&(Id "Rj)cT
j -̆j&L2(") = &cT

j (-̆j "-j)&L2(") ! &c&&-̆j "-j&L2(")
<# &cT

j -̆j&L2(")0
j ,
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or &Id " Rj&L2(")/L2(")
<# 0j. From Proposition A.1 we conclude that, possibly

for a larger value of j0, for j ) j0 there exists a uniformly L2($)-bounded projector
Q̆(j+1)

j : S(&j+1) . S(&j+1) with

7(Q̆(j+1)
j ) = S(&j), 7(Id " Q̆(j+1)

j ) = S(-̆j),

and

(A.1) &Q(j+1)
j " Q̆(j+1)

j &L2(")/L2(")
<# 0j .

(III) By Condition (i), -̆j is uniformly local. Since furthermore, as shown in
(I), -̆j is a uniform L2($)-Riesz system, that, by Condition (ii), has the uniform
cancellation property of order d̃, for some /̃ ) 0 we have

|$cT
j -̆j , u%L2(")| !

$

x#Jj

|cj,x||$.̆j,x, u%L2(")| (cj ' !2(Jj), u ' Hd̃($))

<# 2"jd̃&cj& [
$

x#Jj

M$

q=1

&u 0 #q&2
Hd̃(B(##1

q (supp )̆j,x)"q);*̃2#j))!)
]
1
2 <# 2"jd̃&cT

j -̆j&L2(")|||u|||d̃,

or

(A.2) ||| · |||"d̃
<# 2"d̃j& · &L2(") on S(-̆j).

By the uniform L2($)-boundedness of Q̆(j+1)
j for j ) j0, an direct consequence

of the last result is that |||Id " Q̆(j+1)
j |||0/"d̃

<# 2"d̃j . By the Jackson estimate at
the dual side (4.6), and the uniform L2($)-boundedness of Qj for j ) j0, we have
|||Id "Q(j+1)

j |||0/"d̃ ! |||Id "Qj |||0/"d̃
<# 2"d̃j , and so |||Q(j+1)

j " Q̆(j+1)
j |||0/"d̃

<# 2"d̃j .
By the extended Bernstein inequality Lemma 4.2, |||Q(j+1)

j " Q̆(j+1)
j |||"d̃/"d̃

<# 1, so
that by interpolation using (A.1) we infer that

(A.3) |||Q(j+1)
j " Q̆(j+1)

j |||s/s
<# 0(1+ s

d̃
)j , (s ' ["d̃, 0]).

(IV) Knowing (A.3), we are ready to investigate the stability of the multi-level
decomposition defined by the collections -̆j . We are going to construct a projector
Q̆j defined on Hs($) for some range of s, such that, for j ) j0, 7(Q̆j) = S(&j) and
7(Q̆j+1 " Q̆j) = S(-̆j).

By writing Qj =
!j

k=j0
Qk " Qk"1, for any s ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, min{+, d}) and

u ' Hs($), Theorem 5.3 shows that |||Qju|||2s <#
!j

k=j0
4sk|||(Qk " Qk"1)u|||2L2(") !

!(
k=j0

4sk|||(Qk " Qk"1)u|||2L2(")
<# |||u|||2s or |||Qj |||s/s

<# 1.

For ! ) j ) j0, we define Q̆(1)
j : S(&1) . S(&j) by Q̆(1)

1 = Id and, for j < !, by
Q̆(1)

j = Q̆(j+1)
j Q̆(1)

j+1. For some arbitrary, but fixed t ' ("min{+̃, d̃}, 0], we set

1(1)
j := max

j00k0j
|||QkQ̆(1)

j |||t/t, (j := max
j00k0j

|||Qk(Q̆(j+1)
j " Q(j+1)

j )|||t/t.

From QkQ̆(1)
j = Qk(Q̆(j+1)

j "Q(j+1)
j )Q̆(1)

j+1 +QkQ̆(1)
j+1, we find 1(1)

j ! ((j +1)1(1)
j+1, and

so by 1(1)
1 = maxj00k0j |||Qk|||t/t

<# 1, and (j
<# 0(1+ t

d̃
)j by (A.3), we infer that

|||Q̆(1)
j |||t/t ! 1(1)

j
<#
1"11

k=j

((k + 1) <# 1 +
1"1$

k=j

(k
<# 1,
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which thus hold uniformly in j and !.
As a consequence of Id =

!(
j=j0

(Qj " Qj"1) on Ht($) by Theorem 5.3, we have
closHt(") *j.j0 S(&j) = Ht($). Since for any u ' Ht($), j ! k ! ! and uk ' S(&k),
Q̆(1)

j Q1u = Q̆(k)
j uk+Q̆(1)

j Q1(u"uk), from |||Q̆(1)
j Q1|||t/t

<# 1 we infer that for any j ) j0,
(Q̆(1)

j Q1u)1.j is a Cauchy-sequence in Ht($), and we set Q̆ju = lim1/( Q̆(1)
j Q1u. We

conclude that Q̆j : Ht($) . Ht($) is uniformly bounded, with 7(Q̆j) = S(&j) and
7(Q̆j+1 " Q̆j) = S(-̆j).

(V) Let s ' (t, min{+, d}). With Q̆j0"1 := 0, we are going to prove that

(A.4)
($

j=j0

4sj&(Q̆j " Q̆j"1)u&2
L2(")

<# |||u|||2s, (u ' Hs($)).

For u ' Hs($), w1 := (Q1 " Q1"1)u, Theorem 6.1 shows that u =
!(
1=j0

w1, |||u|||2s !
!(
1=j0

4s1&w1&2
L2("), and |||w1|||t <# 2t1&w1&L2("). Since |||Q̆j |||t/0

<# 2"tj, which follows
from |||Q̆j |||t/t

<# 1 and the extended Bernstein inequality Lemma 4.2, and Q̆j"Q̆j"1 =
0 on S(&j"1), we arrive at

($

j=j0

4sj&(Q̆j " Q̆j"1)u&2
L2(") =

($

j=j0

($

1,1!=j0

4sj$(Q̆j " Q̆j"1)w1, (Q̆j " Q̆j"1)w1!%L2(")

=
($

1,1!=j0

min{1,1!}$

j=j0

4sj$(Q̆j " Q̆j"1)w1, (Q̆j " Q̆j"1)w1!%L2(")

<#
($

1,1!=j0

min{1,1!}$

j=j0

4sj4"tj |||w1|||t|||w1! |||t <#
($

1,1!=j0

4(s"t)min{1,1!}|||w1|||t|||w1! |||t

<#
($

1,1!=j0

4(s"t)min{1,1!}2(t"s)(1+1!)(2s1&w1&L2("))(2s1!&w1!&L2("))

<#
($

1=j0

4s1&w1&2
L2(") ! |||u|||2s,

where we have used that the infinite matrix [2(s"t)(2 min{1,1!}"1"1!)]1,1!.j0 is bounded.
(VI) For s ' ["d̃, +), it holds that

||| · |||s <# 2sj& · &L2(") on 7(Q̆j " Q̆j"1).

Indeed for s > 0 this is just the Bernstein inequality (4.5), whereas for s < 0 it is a
consequence of the extended Bernstein inequality Lemma 4.2 and (A.2). Now let s '
("d̃, +), and let ( > 0 be such that s± ( ' ["d̃, +). Then for any w̆j ' 7(Q̆j " Q̆j"1),
with

!(
j=j0

4sj&w̆j&2
L2(") < 3, it holds that

|||
($

j=j0

w̆j |||2s =
($

j,j!=j0

$$w̆j , w̆j! %%s <#
($

j=j0

($

j!.j

|||w̆j |||s+'|||w̆j! |||s"'

<#
($

j=j0

($

j!.j

2'j2"'j
!
(2sj&w̆j&L2("))(2sj!&w̆j!&L2(")) <#

($

j=j0

4sj&w̆j&2
L2(").
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Since, when s ' (t, min{+, d}), (A.4) shows that
!(

j=j0
4sj&w̆j&2

L2(")
<# |||

!(
j=j0

w̆j |||2s,
and &j0 is an L2($)-Riesz basis for 7(Q̆j0), and for j > j0, -̆j"1 is a uniform L2($)-
Riesz basis for 7(Q̆j " Q̆j"1), we conclude that &j0 * *j.j02"sj-̆j is a Riesz system
in Hs($). Finally, since, as follows from Theorem 5.3, closHs(") *j.0 S(&j) = Hs($),
we conclude it is even Riesz basis for this space, with which the proof of Theorem 6.1
is completed.

Acknowledgment. The author is indebted to H. Nguyen for the computation
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